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Detective Kenneth Mains’ passion for cold cases intensified in 2013 when his dream of creating an
association for free cold case assistance to law enforcement became a reality. The American
Investigative Society of Cold Cases is a non-profit, volunteer based organization of professional
investigators whose sole mission is to assist in solving cold cases. AISOCC uses crime scene
reconstruction, crime scene assessments, inductive/deductive criminal profiling and reasoning to look
towards finding resolutions for cold case. Collectively, we offer advice and suggestions to law
enforcement professionals for furthering their cases. If you are in law enforcement and you have a
cold case, contact us for a professional review.
Mission
To actively investigate unsolved cold cases and assist law enforcement and the victims’ families in
their quest for truth and justice by using factual scientific evidence and applied
forensic criminological means in order to hold the responsible party(s) accountable.
To date, AISOCC has reviewed three cold cases and collaboratively generated reports complete with
synopses of each case combined with Review Board Members’ and Consulting Committee Members’
suggestions and recommendations. In 2014, AISOCC is slated to review cold cases and continue its
philanthropic outreach nationwide.
To become a member of AISOCC, please visit www.AISOCC.com or contact President Kenneth
Mains.
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A Message from Your President
Members of AISOCC –
2013 has been a very prosperous and rewarding year for The American Investigative Society of Cold Cases and all of our
members. When I started this vision of mine in 2009, it was a far cry from what it developed into today. I initially
envisioned myself, alone, as the cold case reviewer and consultant of AISOCC. I started AISOCC with this vision to help
family members and Law Enforcement in their quest for justice and closure. I reviewed many cold cases during this time
frame and I hope I helped those families who requested my assistance. However, in March of 2013, while working on my
own unsolved cold case, I became stuck. I suddenly found myself at a standstill and nowhere to go in my own
investigation. I have helped countless others but now I was stuck.
Then it dawned on me. There needs to be a cold case unit made up of the very best investigators in the world. I knew
there were others like me out there whom had the passion, tenacity and perseverance to assist others. It was at that
moment AISOCC was officially born. I felt much like a college football coach and I was going recruiting. Knocking on
doors, sending emails, making phone calls all in the effort to “recruit” the best investigators in the world to join AISOCC
and participate in my vision. It did not take long and I had rounded up a great group of investigators whom I feel are the
best in the world and they are under one roof here at AISOCC.
There were a few bumps in the road along the way but nothing that couldn’t be overcome. I had a few individuals who
felt AISOCC was “infringing” upon other cold case groups and wanted no part of AISOCC. There were other individuals
who felt they were “above” paying dues to support AISOCC and therefor refused to join on “principle”. Yet there were
individuals who felt AISOCC was just like some other cold case groups that appear out of nowhere and disappear just as
quickly. All of these individuals were wrong in their beliefs. It is my opinion there needed to be more cold case units to
fight this battle regardless of egos. I felt it important that everyone pays dues for membership in AISOCC and no one is
“above” anyone else that is what makes AISOCC different. We are not elitist. We are a united group of dedicated
professionals who believe in a cause, which brings closure and justice to cold cases throughout the world. That is what
we do.
In the three cases we have reviewed in 2013, review board members and consulting members have found something that
was overlooked by original investigators. That is simply astonishing if not just plain brilliant. It shows that a fresh set of
eyes and experience will often see something others have missed. It is exactly one of the reasons why AISOCC was
formed and will succeed. AISOCC will undoubtedly review more cases in 2014 and hopefully continue to receive
additional memberships and quality professionals.
I am so proud of all our members for believing in my vision and I want to thank each and every one of you. AISOCC is
growing very rapidly and that is a testament to you, our members. Prospecting members see our Review Board Members
and our Consulting Members and their experience, dedication, qualifications and professionalism. They want to be a part
of that and it allows AISOCC to flourish. AISOCC will stand tall, united in brotherhood and believing we will make a
difference because that is who we are and that is what we do.
Bigger and brighter days are ahead for AISOCC. We are currently looking to hold our 1 st annual AISOCC conference in
2014, which will undoubtedly be the first of many. AISOCC has also been approached by several television producers
looking to promote AISOCC through a weekly television series.
Exciting times my friends, exciting times. I look forward to growing, learning, experiencing and prospering with each
and every one of you in the future. Thank you for making 2013 a success and making 2014 even better.
Respectfully –
Kenneth L. Mains
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Meet the Board of Directors
AISOCC’s Board of Directors consists of individuals who help with the business end of AISOCC.
From membership questions to the developing AISOCC’s newsletter, your Board of Directors is here
to serve.
AISOCC President and Founder Kenneth L. Mains is a United States Marine
Corps Veteran, Detective and Forensic Criminologist. Detective Mains uses a
unique and particular combination of forensic science, criminal investigation,
forensic psychology, victimology, crime reconstruction, crime scene assessment
and criminal profiling to solve cases. After investigating several cold case
homicides, Detective Mains realized that there was a need for more professional
organizations that were dedicated to solving cold cases. Detective Kenneth L.
Mains founded The American Investigative Society of Cold Cases in 2013 to
assist law enforcement members and victims’ families in solving the plethora of unsolved cold cases.
During his tour with the United States Marine Corps, he was assigned primarily with the Special
Operations Training Group (SOTG), II Marine Expeditionary Force. His law enforcement career has
consisted of working as a member of the Williamsport Bureau of Police, Lycoming County Drug
Task Force and Federal Bureau of Investigations. He has a Bachelor of Science Degree (BS) in
Criminal Justice from Lock Haven University and has taken Master Degree course work in Forensic
Criminology with an emphasis on Criminal Profiling.
Detective Mains also holds professional memberships in the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences, the Mid-Atlantic Cold Case Homicide Investigator's Association, the International
Association of Forensic Criminologists (formerly the Academy of Behavioral Profiling) and the
Pennsylvania Homicide Investigators Association. He has had professional training in Criminal Law,
Criminal Investigations, Forensic Criminology, Criminal Profiling, Medicolegal Death Investigation,
Cold Case Analysis for Law Enforcement, D.E.E.P Undercover Narcotics Investigations, Advanced
Crime Scene Investigations, Sex-Related Homicide Investigations, Practical Homicide Investigations,
among others.

Detective Mains has been awarded a number of awards to include Police Officer of the Year by the
Williamsport Bureau of Police and the Gallantry Star for acts of distinguished bravery by the
Williamsport Fraternal Order of Police. He has been a guest speaker on the topics of Cold Case
analysis and DNA at The Cyril H. Wecht Institute of Forensic Science and Law. In addition,
Detective Mains has worked with the Vidocq Society and the FBI's Behavioral Assessment Unit
while investigating cold cases.
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Vice-President Matthew Rickard is a Detective with the Bellefonte
Police Department in Centre County Pennsylvania. Detective Rickard
began his law enforcement career in 1997. He has received professional
training in Sexual Assaults, Child Sexual Assault, Child Death
Investigation, Child Abduction Response, Homicide Investigation,
Sexual-Related Homicide Investigation, Firearms, Trace Evidence and is
a certified Crime Scene Technician. Detective Rickard has risen in the
ranks of the Bellefonte Police Department from Patrol Officer and
Corporal of the Patrol Unit to his current rank of Detective within the
Criminal Investigations Unit in 2006. Detective Rickard has been a member of the Centre County
Tactical Response Team since 2003 and is a trained sniper and tactical operator. Detective Rickard is
the lead investigator in the April 2005 disappearance of Centre County District Attorney Ray F.
Gricar. Rickard attended Lock Haven University for Criminal Justice and served in the United States
Marine Corps. Rickard hold professional memberships in the PA Homicide Investigators Association,
National Tactical Officers Association, Fraternal Order of Police, Professional Association of Diving
Instructors and the Mid-Atlantic Great Lakes Organized Crime Law Enforcement Network.
Treasurer Holly Thomas holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice and
has worked in the Lycoming County Prothonotary and Clerk of Courts office
for over a decade processing and researching criminal cases. Chosen by the
Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts to receive advanced training,
Holly has an extensive knowledge about case management and the internal
functions of the criminal court system. Holly has assisted various criminal
justice entities to include detectives, police, probation and parole, judges as
well as attorneys in researching information through the court system. In
addition, Holly has conducted numerous background checks and criminal
investigative research to aid law enforcement personnel. Her expertise of the
court system allows her to quickly resolve any technical issues that rise. Combined with a strong
analytical capacity, meticulous investigative research skills and the many years’ of experience
working for the Courts of Lycoming County, Holly has a thorough and comprehensive understanding
of the civil and criminal court system and its procedures. Holly is one of the original members of
AISOCC and is tremendous asset to our organization.
Secretary Dr. Jenette Mack-Allen earned her M.A. and Doctorate of
Clinical Psychology (Psy.D.) from Widener University, with concentrated
course work in Forensic and Organizational Psychology. At Widener, she
co-authored several publications on an integrative model for forensic mental
health assessment, as well as completing research in the area of emotional
intelligence.
After graduation, she completed a forensic residency at Northern Virginia
Mental Health Institute in Falls Church, VA where she later became the
facility’s forensic coordinator. In this capacity, Jenette was tasked with Chairing the Internal Forensic
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Board that oversaw the granting of privileges to Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity (NGRI) acquittees
as part of the State of Virginia’s graduated release process. In addition to completing violence risk
assessments, she also provided expert testimony at release hearings, and served as a liaison to the
State’s Forensic Review Panel. Her role was to create comprehensive release plans for NGRI patients
reentering a community setting following a prolonged period of inpatient psychiatric treatment.
Upon relocating to Delaware, she accepted a position as Mental Health Director at the James T.
Vaughn Correctional Center. Clinically, she was charged with developing mental health
programming for mentally ill inmates, managing suicidal inmates in the prison setting, and creating
behavior plans for inmates who were creating challenges for custody staff. Administratively, she
managed a group of mental health clinicians, and oversaw auditing and quality improvement while
the Department of Corrections was under the oversight of the Department of Justice.
Currently, Jenette works as a clinical psychologist for the Department of Veteran’s Affairs, serving
victims, rather than offenders. As a trauma specialist, she works with survivors of military sexual
assault and those diagnosed with combat PTSD. The opportunity to join AISOCC comes at a great
time. Having witnessed the consequences of delayed justice on the healing process, she is thankful
for the opportunity to work to bring to justice and peace to the families of the victims AISOCC
serves.
Director of Development, Laura Pettler is the founder and owner of North
Carolina based company, Carolina Forensics, LLC. The focus of Laura's company
is seated on crime scene reconstruction system research and development along
with education and consultation. In 2008, Laura co-invented Tubular Dowel
Crime Scene Reconstruction, which its general concept is now embedded in part
in Laura's 2013 crime scene reconstruction invention that encompasses both bullet
and bloodstain trajectory in one, The Kaleidoscope System.
Laura holds a PhD in Public Safety specializing in Criminal Justice, a Masters
Degree in Criminal Justice where she focused primarily on bloodstain pattern
analysis and death investigation, and Bachelors Degree in Psychology. Laura was the District
Attorney's Investigator for Prosecutorial District 20A of North Carolina and the co-founder and
Director of Crime Scene Reconstruction and Behavioral Analysis Program from 2006-2010. Laura
was also the co-founder and Director of District 20A’s Cold Case Task Force, which the 2008 arrest
of Betty Neumar, a 76-year-old woman with five dead husbands and one dead son arose. Dr. Pettler
was appointed to the International Association for Identification's (IAI) Bloodstain Pattern
Subcommittee in 2010 and appointed the Chair of the Subcommittee in 2013.
Laura very much enjoys teaching undergraduate and graduate courses along with continuing
education for law enforcement in criminal justice, criminalistics, crime scene investigation, crime
scene reconstruction, and cold case investigation. Laura is a member of the Florida Division of the
IAI where she was appointed to its Forensic Medicine Committee in 2012.
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Meet AISOCC’s Honorary Cold Case Review Board
AISOCC’s Honorary Cold Case Review Board consists of 14 individuals who are experts in their
respected fields. The Review Board’s job is to review the cold cases submitted to AISOCC and to
make suggestions and recommendations for investigative consideration.
Dr. Werner Spitz has practiced forensic pathology for over 50
years. He currently works as a Consultant, Forensic Pathology and
Toxicology Professor of Pathology, Wayne State University School
of Medicine, Adjunct Professor of Toxicology, University of
Windsor, Ontario, Canada. Dr. Spitz previously worked as the Chief
Medical Examiner Wayne County, Detroit, Michigan (1972 –
1988), Forensic Pathologist then Chief Medical Examiner for
Macomb County, Michigan (1972 -2004), Deputy Chief Medical
Examiner for the State of Maryland, Associate Prof. University of Maryland School of Medicine and
Johns Hopkins University, Department of Legal Medicine at the University School of Medicine,
West Berlin, Germany.
He is certified by The American Board of Pathology in Anatomic and Forensic Pathology, received
medical training at the Geneva University Medical School in Switzerland and the Hebrew University
Hadassa Medical School in Jerusalem, Israel. Dr. Spitz is an author of 96 scientific publications,
author and editor of the textbook: Spitz and Fisher’s MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATION OF
DEATH, first published in 1972, Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, IL, currently in its 4th
edition.
Served on various committees investigating the assassination of President John F. Kennedy and
Martin Luther King, including the US House of Representatives Committee on Assassinations.
Served as an expert and testified in all level courts across the US and Canada, in numerous high
visibility cases including, the Mary Jo Kopechne/Ted Kennedy, Chappquidick case, the Preppy
Murder in New York, for the Goldman family in their wrongful death lawsuit against O.J. Simpson,
the Jenny Jones trial, the Crown v Truscott case in Toronto, Owen Hart’s high wire fall during a
WWF event, the Philip Spector case in California and the Casey Anthony trial in Florida. He
consulted with the Boulder, CO police regarding the Jon Benet Ramsey case.
Recipient of numerous awards including, the Dean's Award for service to the Medicolegal
Community and Wayne State University School of Medicine, Award for Distinguished Service to
Wayne State University School of Medicine and Awards from Wayne and Macomb County Board of
Commissioners for Outstanding Service to the Community. He has also received numerous awards
from various police departments and also the FBI. He has lectured and given expert testimony
worldwide and has performed or supervised approximately 60,000 autopsies.
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Criminal Profiler Mark Safarik was one of the most respected members of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s elite Behavioral Analysis Unit, during which
time he established himself as an internationally recognized expert in the
analysis and interpretation of violent criminal behavior. Mr. Safarik’s law
enforcement career spans over 30 years, during which time he worked in all
levels of police work, from working patrol as a beat cop to investigating murders
as a detective to performing on-scene forensic services early in his FBI career.
However, the defining moments in Mr. Safarik’s professional life came during
his 23 years with the FBI, where he spent over half that time as a criminal
profiler. Mr. Safarik led the consultation efforts on many high profile national and international
violent crime cases and lectured at numerous foreign police forces around the world, sharing his
expertise in the analysis of homicide and complex crime scene behavior.
Mr. Safarik has a graduate degree from Boston University and is an adjunct faculty member at
Boston College. He is a lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania, a faculty member of the Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology and an advisory board member at the Wecht Institute of Forensic
Science and Law, Duquesne University. He is well-published in several international journals,
including the Journal of Forensic Sciences, International Journal of Homicide Studies, and Journal of
Interpersonal Violence. Mr. Safarik has also authored chapters on violent crime in a number of
professional textbooks.
In addition to specializing in the careful and detailed analysis of violent criminals and their criminal
behavior through crime and crime scene analysis, Mr. Safarik has reviewed and consulted on
thousands of national and international crimes of violence including all types of homicides; serial,
mass, single and multiple murders, sexual assault, assault with injury, extortion, false allegation of
sexual assault, offender motivation and deterability, and equivocal death analysis. The areas he has
been asked to address range from issues related to crime dynamics to staging and undoing, as well as
providing an understanding of what happened, and why.
He has appeared on Dateline, Court TV, Forensic Files, MSNBC and The Discovery Channel to
discuss his cases and analyses. His television series, Killer Instinct, is currently airing on the
Biography Channel. Since 2008 he has been a consultant for the popular television series CSI: Las
Vegas and Bones. Mr. Safarik is a highly regarded lecturer who has taught over 20,000 law
enforcement personnel worldwide.
Lt. Joe Kenda retired from the Colorado Springs Police
Department as a Detective Lieutenant after nearly 20 years
investigating violent crimes. When he retired, Kenda was the
commander of the Major Crimes Unit and had investigated 387
homicides with a 92% clearance rate in solving those homicides.
He currently can be seen on Investigative Discovery’s television
show, “Homicide Hunter: Lt Joe Kenda”. In addition to his vast
investigative experience, Lt Kenda holds a Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Political Science from the University of Pittsburgh.
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Suzanna Ryan, MS is a former forensic DNA analyst and DNA Technical
Leader who has had the opportunity to work for both public and private
DNA labs - including the Bode Technology Group, The CharlotteMecklenburg Police Department Crime Lab and Crime Scene Technologies
- in her more than 14 years of experience.
Ms. Ryan has been certified as a Diplomat in Molecular Biology by the
American Board of Criminalistics and is a member of The American
Academy of Forensic Sciences. She has testified for both the prosecution
and the defense as an expert witness in the areas of forensic serology and
DNA analysis over 55 times in eight states as well as overseas.
Ms. Ryan has taught various undergraduate and graduate level courses relating to Criminalistics and
Forensic DNA Analysis in both Florida and California. She is currently an independent forensic DNA
consultant who provides DNA case review services, expert testimony and training programs through
her company, Ryan Forensic DNA Consulting.

John Liebert was the Forensic Psychiatry consultant on the Ted Bundy,
Green River Killer, Bellevue Sniper and Atlanta Child Murder Cases. He set
up the profiling of "Ted" with two Psychologists and wrote the profile
published in the newspaper leading a Freeway Sniper's girlfriend to turning
him in. He screened nearly one-hundred suspects for now-Congressman
Dave Reichert in the Green River Murder Case. He researched and wrote,
with editorial support of William Birnes, JD, "Suicidal Mass Murderers: A
Criminological Study of Why They Kill". He attended Amherst College and
obtained a B.A. English and Premedical Science: 1955-1959. Liebert also
attended the University of Wisconsin Nuclear Physics for Electrical Engineers in 1956. In addition,
Liebert attended McGill University Faculty of Medicine Montreal, Quebec, Canada from 1959-1963.

Forensic Psychologist Dr. Katherine Ramsland is a professor of
forensic psychology and criminal justice at DeSales University in PA,
and has published 47 books. She has participated on cold case
exhumation teams, provided psychological autopsies, written about
cold case investigation protocols, and given seminars on psychological
aspects of death investigation to law enforcement, attorneys, and
coroner organizations.
Specific to cold cases, she did research for John Douglas' The Cases that Haunt Us, co-wrote James
Starrs' book on exhumations A Voice for the Dead, and was commissioned to write a companion
book to A&E's Cold Case Files. She has appeared as a psychological consultant on numerous
documentaries and writes a blog for Psychology Today.
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W. Jerry Chisum obtained in 1961, a BS degree from UC Berkeley in
Chemistry. He started working at the San Bernardino Sheriff's Crime Lab the
summer before he graduated. He then founded the Kern County Sheriff's
Crime Lab in Bakersfield, CA where he again worked the evidence on all
types of cases. In 1967 he joined the State of California Department of
Justice Crime Lab. He held various positions there from bench worker,
supervisor, and Manager. He set up the first training program for
Criminalists as part of the DOJ program.

He was always very active on crime scenes and started teaching Crime Scene
Investigation and Reconstruction in 1975. In 1976 he and a partner started teaching special courses
on the subject to Law Enforcement. They taught as private contractors on their vacations for 25 years,
their courses were held in CA, ID, OR, WA, IN, IL, NM, and WDC. Mr. Chisum has also lectured on
Crime Scene Reconstruction (Crime Reconstruction--we're not reconstructing the scene but the
crime) in several other states plus the FBI Academy, Taiwan, and England. He also taught CSI for the
State Department in Tanzania in 2003 & 2005.
Since his retirement he has been hired as a consultant by District Attorneys, Defense Attorneys, and
Civil Attorneys. He has stopped lawsuits against police officers in shooting cases for doing their job
in Michigan and Nevada. He has worked or been consulted on about 2000 homicides and has testified
over 1000 times in court as an expert witness. Mr. Chisum is the only person to hold the office of
President of the California Association of Criminalists for three terms.
He is a Life Member of that organization, a Retired Fellow of the American Academy of Forensic
Scientists, is a founding member and was Vice-President of the Academy of Behavioral Profiling. He
was also President of the American Society of Crime Lab Directors, he is now an emeritus member.
He has written chapters in several texts and has co-authored: Chisum, WJ, Turvey, BB, Crime
Reconstruction, 2nd Edition, Elsevier Press, 2011.
Dr. Robert Keppel is best known for the central role he played in the
investigation of Ted Bundy's string of homicides in the Pacific Northwest.
Keppel had been a homicide investigator in the King County Sheriff's Office in
Washington State for just two weeks in 1974 when two girls disappeared on the
same day from Lake Sammamish State Park. Thus began a frustrating series of
investigations that went cold, until they were eventually linked to Bundy. Only
years after Bundy's conviction for murders in Florida put him on death row did
he open up about his West Coast activities. When he finally unloaded a stunning confession, Keppel
was there to record it.
Currently an associate professor of criminal justice at the University of New Haven, Keppel has
consulted on over 2,000 homicide cases, many of which were associated with one of the 50-plus
serial killers his work has covered. He has written or co-written numerous articles, book chapters, and
books about homicide investigation; created software and databases for investigators; and crystallized
best practices for interviewing offenders. Among his book s is the aptly titled The Psychology of
Serial Killer Investigations: The Grisly Business Unit.
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Thomas W. Young, MD has more than twenty-five years of experience as a
full-time forensic pathologist. He has performed nearly 5,400 autopsies, testified
in civil and criminal court more than 420 times, and provided deposition
testimony more than 110 times. Since January of 2007, Dr. Young has provided
consultant services in forensic pathology as a self-employed person, consulting
in cases throughout the United States and in other areas of the world.
Prior to his self-employment, Dr. Young was the Jackson County Medical
Examiner for 11 1/2 years, serving as the chief death investigator for
metropolitan Kansas City on the Missouri side of the state line. He modernized
the death investigation system, obtaining for the office full accreditation by the
National Association of Medical Examiners. The office remains the only nationally accredited death
investigation agency in Missouri. Dr. Young's major professional interest is inference applied to
forensic pathology. He applies principles of deductive and inductive logic to forensic casework,
determining with reasonable medical certainty what happened and who (if anyone) is responsible for
what happened.
Dr. Young is an experienced communicator and teacher. He is a teacher of pathologists and forensic
pathologists and the former director of a nationally accredited forensic pathology training program.
Dr. Young is also equally adept at communicating his knowledge to others outside of the medical
field.
Jim Clemente is a former top FBI profiler with 22 years of Criminal
Investigations experience. He is a nationally recognized expert in the
fields of sex crimes investigations, sex offender behavior, child sexual
victimization and child pornography. He has investigated and consulted
on thousands of cases involving serial murder, serial rape, child
abduction, sex crimes, homicide, threats, bombings and the sexual
victimization of children.
He has also served as a consultant and technical advisor to multiple
television programs, including Criminal Minds since 2005, the Profilers,
Killer Profile, American Crime and The Closer. From 1998 until his retirement in October 2009,
Clemente was a supervisory special agent in the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit in Quantico, VA.
Clemente has testified as an expert witness and lectured across the country and around the world. He
has appeared on CNN’s Larry King Live, Wolf Blitzer, Headline News; ABC’s Primetime, Good
Morning America and CBS’ The Early Show.
Clemente has undergraduate degrees in Chemistry and Philosophy, as well as a J.D. from Fordham
University School of Law. He is a certified police instructor and an expert marksman.
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Dr. Henry C. Lee is one of the world’s foremost forensic scientists. Dr.
Lee’s work has made him a landmark in modern-day criminal
investigations. He has been a prominent player in many of the most
challenging cases of the last 50 years. Dr. Lee has worked with law
enforcement agencies in helping to solve more than 8000 cases. Dr. Lee’s
testimony figured prominently in the O. J. Simpson, Jason Williams,
Peterson, and Kennedy Smith Trials; and in convictions of the
“Woodchipper” murderer as well as thousands of other murder cases. Dr.
Lee has assisted local and state police in their investigations of other
famous crimes, such as the murder of Jon Benet Ramsey in Boulder,
Colorado, the 1993 suicide of White House Counsel Vincent Foster, the
death of Chandra Levy, the kidnapping of Elizabeth Smart, and the
reinvestigation of the Kennedy assassination. He was a consultant for more than 800 law enforcement
agencies.
Dr. Lee is currently the director of Forensic Research and Training Center and Distinguished
Professor in Forensic Science of the University of New Haven. He was the Chief Emeritus for the
Connecticut State Police during 2000-2010 and was the Commissioner of Public Safety for the State
of Connecticut during 1998 to 2000 and has served as the state’s Chief Criminalist from 1978 to
2000. Dr. Lee was the driving force in establishing a modern state police communication system,
Community based police services sex offender and DNA databank, major crime investigation
concepts and advanced forensic science services in Connecticut. In 1975, Dr. Lee joined the
University of New Haven, where he created the school’s Forensic Sciences program.
He has also taught as a professor at more than a dozen universities, law schools, and medical schools.
Dr. Lee has authored hundreds of articles in professional journals and has co-authored more than 40
books, covering the areas, such as; DNA, Fingerprints, Trace Evidence, Crime Scene Investigation
and Crime Scene Reconstruction. He is the author of some best sellers, such as Famous Crimes
Revisited, Cracking Cases: the science of solving crimes, Blood Evidence, and Cracking More Cases.
In addition, his textbooks such as Forensic Science, Physical Evidence and Henry Lee’s Crime Scene
Handbook have been widely adopted in medical legal and forensic professions. He has appeared in
many TV shows and movies. His new television series, Trace Evidence – Dr. Henry Lee File has
received high ratings and has been broadcasted around the world.
Dr. Lee has been the recipient of numerous medals and awards, including the 1996 Medal of Justice
from the Justice Foundation, and the 1998 Lifetime Achievement Award from the Science and
Engineer Association. He has also been the recipient of the Distinguished Criminalist Award from the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS); the J. Donero Award from the International
Association of Identification and in 1992 was elected a distinguished Fellow of the AAFS. He has
also received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the American College of Forensic Examiners
(ACFE) in 2000, Medal of Honor by the Ellis Island Foundation in 2004, Congressional Recognition
for Outstanding services by the US Congress in 2004, Presidential Medal of Honor by the President
of Croatia in 2005, Medal of Service from the Ministry of Interior, Taiwan, ROC in 2006, and Gusi
Peace Award from the Philippines in 2008.
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Dr. Lee was born in China and grew up in Taiwan. Dr. Lee first worked for the Taipei Police
Department, attaining the rank of Captain. With his wife, Margaret, Dr. Lee came to the United States
in 1965, and he earned his B.S. in Forensic Science from John Jay College in 1972. Dr. Lee
continued his studies in biochemistry at NYU where he earned his Masters Degree in 1974 and his
Ph.D. in 1975. He has also received special training from the FBI Academy, ATF, RCMP, and other
organizations. He is a recipient of 20 Honorary degrees: Doctorate Degrees of Science from the
University of New Haven, University of Connecticut, Honorary Doctorate of Law from Roger
Williams Law School, Mitchell College, American International University and Taiwan Scientific
Technology University, Honorary Doctorate Degree in Humane Letters from the University of
Bridgeport, St. Joseph College, Armstrong University, in recognition of his contributions to Law and
Science.

Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D., is a forensic pathologist, attorney and medical-legal
consultant. Dr. Wecht received his medical degree from the University of Pittsburgh, and
his law degree from the University of Maryland. Dr. Wecht is certified by the American
Board of Pathology, in anatomic, clinical, and forensic Pathology, and is also a Fellow of
the College of American Pathologists and the American Society of Clinical Pathologists.
Cyril H. Wecht is a Clinical Professor at the University of Pittsburgh Schools of
Medicine, Dental Medicine, and Graduate School of Public Health, and holds positions
as an Adjunct Professor at the Duquesne University School of Law, School of Pharmacy,
and School of Health Sciences. He has served as President of the American College of
Legal Medicine, the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, and served as Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of the American Board of Legal Medicine and the American College of Legal Medicine Foundation.
The author of more than 550 professional publications, Dr. Wecht is also an editorial board member of more
than 20 national and international medical-legal and forensic scientific publications; editor of the five-volume
set, Forensic Sciences (Matthew Bender); co-editor of the two and three-volume sets, Handling Soft Tissue
Injury Cases and Preparing and Winning, Medical Negligence Cases. Formerly the Chairman of the
Department of Pathology at Saint Francis Central Hospital in Pittsburgh, Dr. Wecht is now the President of its
medical staff and is actively involved as a medical-legal and forensic science consultant, author, and lecturer.
Dr. Wecht has organized and conducted Postgraduate Medical-Legal Seminars in more than fifty countries
throughout the world in his capacity as Director of the Pittsburgh Institute of Legal Medicine. He has
performed approximately 17,000 autopsies and has supervised, reviewed or has been consulted on
approximately 30,000 additional postmortem examinations.
Being an expert in Forensic Medicine, Dr. Wecht has frequently appeared on several nationally syndicated
programs discussing various medicolegal and forensic scientific issues, including medical malpractice, drug
abuse, the assassinations of both President John F. Kennedy and Senator Robert F. Kennedy, the death of Elvis
Presley, the O.J. Simpson case, and the JonBenet Ramsey cases. His expertise has also been utilized in high
profile cases involving Mary Jo Kopechne, Sunny von Bulow, Jean Harris, Dr. Jeffrey McDonald, the Waco
Branch Davidian fire, and Vincent Foster. A comprehensive study of these cases are discussed from the
perspective of Dr. Wecht's own professional involvement in his books, Cause of Death, Grave Secrets, and
Who Killed JonBenet Ramsey?
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Dr. O'Toole has spent her career studying the criminal mind. One of the
most senior profilers for the FBI until her retirement in 2009, Dr. O’Toole
has helped capture, interview and understand some of the world’s most
infamous people including: •Gary Ridgway, the Green River Killer
•Derrick Todd Lee and Sean Vincent Gillis, both serial killers in Baton
Rouge •The Collar Bomb Case, a bank robbery and murder of a pizza
delivery man •Ted Kaczynski, the Unabomber •The Polly Klaas child
abduction •David Parker Ray, a serial sexual sadist •The Red Lake School
Shooting •The Monster of Florence serial murder case •The Zodiac serial
murder case •The bombing during the 2002 Olympics in Salt Lake City,
UT •The mass murder in Florence, Montana in 2001. Dr. O’Toole also
worked the Elizabeth Smart and Natalee Holloway disappearances, the Columbine shootings and
many other high profile cases.
Her law enforcement career spanned 32 years, beginning in the San Francisco’s District Attorney’s
Office when she was a Criminal Investigator. Dr. O’Toole worked as an FBI agent for 28 years,
spending more than half of her Bureau career in the organization’s prestigious Behavioral Analysis
Unit (BAU)—the very unit that is the focus of the hit crime series “Criminal Minds.” During her
time in the unit, Dr. O’Toole developed an expertise in Criminal Investigative Analysis (CIA) as well
as offender behavior. She has provided assistance to law enforcement and prosecutors on a wide
range of violent and criminal behavior including serial and single homicides, sexual assaults,
kidnappings, product tampering, school shootings, arsons and bombings and extortions. Dr. O’Toole
is also a trained FBI hostage negotiator and has a unique expertise in the areas of targeted school
violence, workplace violence and threat assessment.
Dr. O’Toole is recognized as the FBI’s leading expert in the area of “psychopathy.” Her work in
psychopathy has put her on the forefront of mental health and law enforcement efforts to apply the
concepts of this personality disorder to both violent and white collar offenders and their behavior and
crime scenes. She lectures internationally on the application of the theory of psychopathy to real life
situations. She continues to lecture at the FBI Academy on psychopathy and interviewing. She has
served as adjunct faculty to the FBI’s Prestigious Leadership Development Institute (LDI) at the FBI
Academy and also frequently lectures at the Smithsonian Institution about everything from Sherlock
Holmes to personal safety. She is a Fellow with the American Academy of Forensic Sciences.

Dr. Laura Pettler holds a PhD in Public Safety specializing in Criminal
Justice, a Masters Degree in Criminal Justice where she focused primarily on
bloodstain pattern analysis and death investigation, and Bachelors Degree in
Psychology. Laura was the District Attorney's Investigator for Prosecutorial
District 20A of North Carolina and the co-founder and Director of Crime Scene
Reconstruction and Behavioral Analysis Program from 2006-2010. Laura was
also the co-founder and Director of District 20A’s Cold Case Task Force, which
the 2008 arrest of Betty Neumar, a 76-year-old woman with five dead husbands
and one dead son arose.
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Meet AISOCC’s Cold Case Consulting Committee
The Consulting Committee is made up of the absolute best investigators, professionals and educators
within the criminal justice field. All members bring their unique skill set to their review of the cold
case. From former and current FBI criminal profilers to former cold case detectives and everything in
between, AISOCC has the best. To be a Consulting Member you must meet some very high
standards, to which these members have. All Consulting Members must possess a Master’s Degree or
higher and be able to contribute to solving a cold case. A Consulting Member may also possess a
Bachelor’s Degree with a minimum of 15 years of law enforcement/investigative experience.
The Consulting Member is researched thoroughly by the Board of Directors before being accepted to
this Committee. If the Board of Directors does not feel they meet the requirements or they cannot
contribute to solving a cold case they will not be accepted. The following committee members are the
best in the world:
Silvia Pettem, BA - Silvia Pettem is a historical researcher and author of more than a dozen books
including Cold Case Research: Resources for Unidentified, Missing, and Cold Homicide Cases.
Originally from Pennsylvania, she graduated from the University of Colorado and made Colorado her
home. Her introduction to cold case research began when she entered into a successful partnership
with forensic experts and her local sheriff to determine the identity of a Jane Doe murder victim from
1954. Now an associate member of the Vidocq Society (and one of its Medal of Honor recipients),
Silvia is a volunteer in the Detectives Section of the Boulder Police Department and is a NamUs
instructor in classes sponsored by the Colorado Bureau of Investigation. Read more about Ms.
Pettem here.
Joseph Giacalone, MS (NYPD) - Retired NYPD Detective Sergeant, current Adjunct Professor at
John Jay College of Criminal Justice and author of the textbook, The Criminal Investigative
Function: A Guide for New Investigators, 2nd Edition, published by Looseleaf Law Publications, Inc.
Positions Held in the NYPD: Commanding Officer, Bronx Cold Case Squad, Commanding Officer,
Crime Stoppers Unit, Executive Officer, Detective Bureau Training Unit, Director, NYPD Homicide
School, Executive Officer, 110th Precinct Detective Squad, Sergeant Investigator, Internal Affairs
Bureau.
Mike Cariola, MFS - CEO of Bode Technology. Mike leads Bode Technology, the industry leader
in providing services and products to the forensic community. Bode provides a comprehensive set of
state-of-the-art forensic DNA collection products, analysis services, and research services to law
enforcement, justice system, and other government agencies around the world. Operating one of the
most internationally respected private DNA laboratories, Bode's forensic DNA experts have assisted
in identifying criminals in every state in the United States, and played a key role in the exoneration of
numerous individuals. Bode provides immigration and paternity testing worldwide. Bode has also
been instrumental in the identification of victims of natural disasters, war, crime, and terrorism,
including the attack on the World Trade Center. In addition, Mike possesses a Master's Degree in
forensic molecular biology.
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Jim Markey, M.Ed - Jim is a 30-year veteran of law enforcement. Retiring in 2012, I was part of a
multi-disciplinary team that investigated violent sexual crimes. During this time he responded to and led
over 6,000 felony sexual assault investigations, including 80 serial rapists. There have been several
Major Case Investigations and investigative taskforces that he managed, led and successfully concluded.
Most notable of these included the 10-month AM Rapist Taskforce, the Baseline Rapist/Killer, the
Southside Vacant House Rapist. In 2000, Jim developed and supervised a full time Cold Case Sexual
Assault Team, which was recognized in 2002 by the Arizona Attorney General’s Innovation in Law
Enforcement Award and in 2011 nationally recognized as a VAWA-STOP Grant success story by
ALSO. A short film about the unit was awarded a 2012 TELLY. He is a graduate from Arizona State
University with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Criminal Justice and a graduate of Northern Arizona
University with a Master’s Degree in Educational Leadership.
Robert McDonald, BA - 30 years of law enforcement experience 26 with Placer County Sheriffs
Office. 13 years experience as supervisor of the crimes against persons unit of the Placer County
Sheriffs Office. Presentations on major case management and aspects of homicide investigation to
International Homicide Investigators Association, California Homicide Investigators Association,
California POST and Oregon Homicide Investigators Association. Instructor for POST California for
advanced homicide investigation and case management. Over 2,000 hours of specialized training in
investigation of violent crime with emphasis on homicide investigation, forensics and major case
management. Attended the Management of Serial Crimes Investigation course at the invitation of
Greater Manchester Police, Manchester England. Homicide Investigator of the Year State of California
CHIA 1998.
Dave Pauly, MFS - Retired Special Agent-in-Charge /Commander and Forensic Science Officer from
U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command. Holds Master of Forensic Science and current Director of
Applied Science at Methodist University, Fayetteville, NC. Graduated from FBI National Academy
(Session 195), Canadian Police College Major Crimes Course, Miami-Dade Police Dept. Bloodstain
Interpretation Course, and National Fire Academy Arson Investigation Course. Member or affiliate of
the following organizations: American Academy of Forensic Science, IAI, North Carolina Chapters of
the IAI and FBINAA, IABPA, ASIS, EPIC, and Vidocq Society.
Anthony Meoli, MA, JD - Anthony Meoli has been corresponding with serial killers, spree killers and
death row inmates since 1998. He served as a federal investigator for the Office of Labor Management
Standards (OLMS) in New Orleans from 2005-2007, investigating labor unions with the Gulf Coast
region. As former Navy Intelligence Analyst (2001-2009) he graduated from both the Navy and Marine
Corps Intelligence Training Center (NMITC) and from Human Intelligence training in Dam Neck,
Virginia in 2007.
Over the years he has successfully contacted over 130 serial killers worldwide and personally
interviewed over a dozen of them in person or over the phone. In August2012, he published The Diary
of the D.C. Sniper, which was co-written with Lee Boyd Malvo.
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Meoli appeared as a criminal profiler in the ID Discovery Network documentary, My Brother the
Serial Killer. In trying to better understand serial killers, he has collected their letters, original
artwork, poetry, and even their handprints. Meoli possess one of the nation's largest collections of
full-sized handprints created by serial killers (29 full hand prints), which he uses for comparing
fingerprint characteristics and other forensic nuances. Meoli holds a Bachelor of Science (BS) in
Administration of Justice from Penn State University, a Master of Arts (MA) in Forensic
Psychology from Argosy University, and a Jurist Doctorate (J.D.) from John Marshall Law
School. He is a Certified Forensic Consultant with ACFEI and is the President and CEO of Meoli
Forensic Consulting, LLC in Atlanta, Georgia.
Dan Robb, PhD - Dr. Robb has Customs investigative training and experience in narcotics
trafficking, money laundering, smuggling, fraud, strategic export, and child exploitation. He worked
for more about 7 years as a special agent with what is now the Naval Criminal Investigative Service,
investigating the full range of crimes against persons and property.
He worked for five years as an adjunct professor teaching graduate-level criminal justice (CJ)
courses, primarily criminal profiling. He is certified by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement
as a peace officer (inactive) and forensic hypnotist; and, I am licensed as a private investigator and
personal protection officer by the Texas Department of Public Safety. Other post-retirement efforts
have revolved around volunteer work, to include being a Representative for Project ALERT
(America’s Law Enforcement Retiree Team), a program of the National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children, and being an Executive Officer on the Board of The Auxiliary to Texas
Children's Hospital.
He received a Bachelor of Science degree in CJ from the University of Nebraska at Omaha, a Master
of Science degree in Management from National-Louis University, a graduate certificate in Forensic
Psychology from the Chicago School of Professional Psychology, and a Doctor of Philosophy in
Human Services (CJ Specialization) from Walden University. Full member of the International
Association of Forensic Criminologists and trained in forensic child interview by the American
Professional Society on the Abuse of Children. His specialties: Forensic criminology, private
investigation (interested in pro bono cold cases or false conviction)
Thomas McAndrew, BA - Tom has been a member of the Pennsylvania State Police for over
twenty-one years. Since 1998 he has been a member the Criminal Investigation Assessment Unit and
is stationed at Troop N Headquarters located in Hazleton, Pennsylvania. His primary duties include
the investigation of homicides and major cases, the investigation of cold case homicides, and the
behavioral assessment of crime scenes. Tom is also a designee who handles Amber Alert requests
and activations in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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Tom was promoted to the rank of Corporal in 2002. Tom is a former member of the Criminal
Investigation Unit, Forensic Services Unit, and Patrol Unit. Prior to enlisting in the Pennsylvania
State Police, he was a municipal police officer. Since 2004, Tom has served as president of the
Pennsylvania Homicide Investigator’s Association. Tom is also a member of the International
Association of Bloodstain Pattern Analysts, Middle Atlantic Cold Case Homicide Investigator’s
Association and the Vidocq Society. Tom is a graduate of Desales University with a BA in Criminal
Justice and is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in Investigative Forensics.
Christine Parrish, PsyD - Dr. Parrish hold a PsyD from Widener University in Psychology. She
has worked in the NJ prison system from 2000 to 2009 and at the Bucks County Correctional Facility
in Pennsylvania from 2009 to 2011, as a forensic psychologist. Presently, she continues to work in
Pennsylvania at George W. Hill Correctional Facility, also known as Delaware County Prison. She is
a Pennsylvania Sex Offender Assessment Board member and a proud member of the Vidocq Society,
as well as a member of the American Psychological Association, the Academy of Forensic Sciences,
and the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences. She is also a former member of the International
Homicide Investigators Association.
Additionally, she has worked with local, state and federal law enforcement agencies in the area of
criminal profiling/behavioral crime scene assessment as an independent contractor. She specializes in
the assessment of sex offenders & psychopathy, as well as provide psychological/behavioral crime
scene assessments in active and cold cases that involve sexual & violent assault, serial murder,
homicide, child abduction, stalking, autoerotic death, paraphilias, and equivocal death, as well as
threat assessment. Dr. Parrish was mentored by former F.B.I Agent and world-renowned criminal
profiler Col. Robert K. Ressler.
Traci Brasse, MA - Traci has worked as a forensic quality assurance consultant specializing in crime
laboratory quality management, accreditation preparation, auditing, project management and process
improvement since 2003 for a private DNA laboratory, several federal law enforcement crime
laboratories and an anthropology and DNA laboratory in Guatemala. In addition to her consulting
work in quality assurance and control, she was an exhumation team member part-time for 10 years
with specialized experience in medicolegal re-investigations. She has an undergraduate degree in
Biology from Mary Washington College and recently completed her Masters of Criminal Justice in
Investigative Forensics at DeSales University with graduate coursework completed in: Advanced
Criminology; Forensic Science in the Courtroom; Behavioral Criminology; Medicolegal Death
Investigations; Policing in America; Forensic Anthropology; Research Methods; Forensic
Toxicology; Issues in Criminal Law; and Crime and Violence. Traci has been a member of American
Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS) since 1997.
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Michael Yoder, MA (FBI BAU) - Yoder is a Criminal Profiler for the FBI's BAU-3, which focuses
on crimes against children. He graduated from Argosy University with a Master of Arts (M.A.),
Forensic Psychology and from the University of Phoenix with a Master of Arts (M.A.) in
Organizational Leadership. In addition he holds a Bachelor of Science Degree from the United States
Military Academy at West Point in Military Science, Leadership and Operational Art.
Dan Vogel, MA (FBI Ret) - Retired FBI Special Agent with a Masters Degree in Administration of
Justice and 27 years experience in Federal law enforcement. For the last 15 years of his career, he
served as Coordinator for the FBI‘s National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime in the
Oklahoma City Office. He has worked on hundreds of violent crimes from throughout the United
States. He currently specializes in forensic and litigation consulting involving foreseeability and
violent crimes.
Since September 2001, he has been retained on premises liability cases involving murders, rapes, the
abduction and rape of a juvenile female, wrongful death, and FBI Policies and Procedures. In
December 2009, Dan volunteered to assist in locating a child who was abducted in Oklahoma in
1968. Investigation located him in 2011 and DNA has confirmed his identity. Mother and son have
been re-united after 44 years. Vogel was one of the Media Spokespersons in the Oklahoma City
bombing case in 1995. His specialties: FBI Policies and Procedures, Criminal Investigative Analysis,
Crime Scene Analysis, Victim Assessment, Foreseeability, Equivocal Death, Wrongful Death, Crime
Risk, False Allegations, Victimology, Profiling.
Ken Lang, MS - Ken has a Master of Science Degree in Criminal Justice and is a Forensic Artist
with a total of 24 years of law enforcement experience Ken Lang is a seasoned detective having
investigated rapes, robberies, burglaries and murders for the past 18 years. Drawing from his
experiences as a homicide detective, Ken is a recognized self-published author for his literary works
in Walking Among the Dead, Standing In Deaths Shadow, and Death Comes Uninvited.
Nelson Andreu, MS - Nelson holds a Masters Degree in Public Administration has worked for over
21 years in the Homicide Unit with the Miami Police Department. Additionally, he was the
supervising Detective Sergeant in nearly all the police officer related shootings and in-custody deaths
involving Miami P.D. officers. Nelson has worked on five individual “Serial Killers” cases, the last
one involving an offender who beat to death and burned four Miami women. He is currently the
Chief of Police at the West Miami Police Department. Nelson's specialties: All aspects of death
Investigations, Police Related shootings and in-custody deaths, Polygraph examination, Interviews
and Interrogations, Crime Scene Investigation, Police Procedures, and Serial Killers.
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Mary E. Muscari, PhD, MSCr - Dr. Muscari is a forensic psychiatric nurse and criminologist who
has over 150 publications. She holds a Master Degree in Criminology and PhD in nursing.
Specialties: Forensic psychiatric nursing, Criminology and Parenting. She is a doctorally-prepared
forensic psychiatric nurse and criminologist who teaches behavioral forensic courses at Binghamton
University and criminology courses at Regis University, and who is a member of the PA Sex
Offender Assessment Board.
Steve Burton, MSc - Burton is the only forensic psychologist and active police detective (A/S.Sgt)
in Canada and is designated as the Criminal Investigative Psychologist for the Special Investigations
Section of the Calgary Police Service (CPS). Steve is the psychological consultant to the Forensic
Interview Assist Team (FIAT) of the CPS, providing investigative psychological support for
homicide and other major crime investigations. Steve provides such services as equivocal death
analysis, psychological autopsies, psycho-behavioral consultations, forensic linguistic analysis and is
often called upon by police across North America to assist in witness protection threat assessment
activities. In 2009, Steve was certified as a Threat Assessor through the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP). Most recently, Steve lead the establishment of the Calgary Police Service Behavioral Sciences Unit, which services law enforcement agencies from across Western Canada.
Steve authored Psychological Autopsy in the Investigation of Serial Neonaticides. Steve is also a
member of the Society for Police and Criminal Psychology.
Anthony Falsetti, PhD - Dr. Falsetti received his formal education at the University of Tennessee –
Knoxville. His doctorate was awarded in 1989. Dr. Falsetti was a postdoctoral research fellow at the
State University of New York - Stony Brook 1990 to 1992. He was a Deputy Director in the Forensic
Sciences Department at the International Commission for Missing Persons, where he oversaw the
mortuary and field activities of Anthropology and Archaeology Division in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Tony is currently a Professor in the Forensic Investigations Program at Keiser University, Ft.
Lauderdale. He was the Director of the C.A. Pound Human Identification Laboratory and CoDirector of the William R. Maples Center for Forensic Medicine, and was an Associate Professor in
the Department of Anthropology from July 1996 to May of 2009, at the University of Florida. He is a
Diplomate of the American Board of Forensic Anthropology, and a Fellow of the American Academy
of Forensic Sciences. He served as the 2000-2001 Chairman of the Physical Anthropology Section of
the American Academy of Forensic Sciences and recently retired from the Editorial Board for the
Journal of Forensic Sciences after 10 years of service.
Falsetti’s practice of forensic anthropology is active throughout the United States. Dr. Falsetti has
worked on several major mass fatality incidents including the Oklahoma City Bombing, the crash of
TWA Flight 800, World Trade Center, the Thailand Tsunami Victim Identification -Phuket,
Thailand, and most recently in the aftermath Haiti’s earthquakes. He is now a member of the
Scientific Working Group on Disaster Victim Identification – Anthropology Section SWGDVIANTH.
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He has worked on noted historical cases including the search, recovery, and identification of the
missing children of Tsar Nicholas II, and the identification of Samuel Washington. He has lectured
widely in this country and abroad to local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies, and to the
general public. Dr. Falsetti was a Forensic Anthropology Consultant to the New York State Police
Forensic Sciences Unit, and a Forensic Advisor for the DOJ-ICITAP in Bogota, Colombia.
Current research includes 3-D morphometrics of human crania for purposes of evaluating population
variation, and human biometric applications for individual identification. Recent grant support
includes National Institutes of Justice and National Geographic Society. In 2007 he was the subject of
a National Geographic ‘Explorer’ episode, Finding Anastasia, and Investigation Discovery, Royal
Inquests.
George Schiro, MS - George Schiro has over 25 years of experience as a forensic scientist and crime
scene investigator. He has examined evidence in over 3200 criminal and civil cases. While most of
these cases have been in Louisiana, he has also consulted on cases in 23 other states, for the United
States Army and Air Force, and the United Kingdom. He has also testified as an expert witness in
over 160 trials in 30 Louisiana parish courts, Pope County Arkansas, San Bernardino County
California, Escambia and Lee Counties Florida, Washington County Mississippi, St. Louis County
Missouri, Clark County Nevada, Bronx County New York, Harris County Texas, Cabell County
West Virginia, federal court (Louisiana Middle and Nebraska districts), and two Louisiana city
courts. Specialties: Crime Scene Investigation, Crime Scene Reconstruction, General Forensic
Science, DNA Analysis, Serology, Bloodstain Pattern Analysis, Shooting Reconstruction, Shoeprint
Identification, Hair Examination, Latent Print Development, Fracture Match Analysis.
Rockne P. Harmon - Harmon is currently employed as a consultant to numerous law enforcement
agencies dealing with such issues as cold case investigation and other issues related to forensic DNA
typing. He is an Instructor at U.C. Davis in the Masters in Forensic Science program. He retired in
2007 after a 33-year career as a Senior Deputy District Attorney for Alameda County, California. He
graduated from the United States Naval Academy in 1967 and served four years active duty. He
served a combat tour in Vietnam as Officer in Charge of a Navy Swift Boat and received the Purple
Heart for wounds received in combat. After his military service he attended the University of San
Francisco School of Law and graduated in 1974.
He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. He was the prosecutor in a triple
murder case that established the general acceptance of conventional serological methods, the
precursor to today’s DNA technology.( People v. Lawrence Reilly). As a result of that case he was in
a position to assist the forensic science community as it began the implementation of DNA typing
soon thereafter.
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He has written and lectured extensively on the subject of the admissibility of forensic evidence,
particularly DNA evidence. In 1998 he received an award from the FBI Director for his efforts
supporting the FBI in their first decade of DNA typing. In 2003 he received the Achievement Award
from the International Homicide Investigators’ Association for his work on cold cases. He was the
Chairman of the California District Attorneys’ Association Forensic Science Committee and was on
the Advisory Board to the International Homicide Investigators’ Association for many years.
At Alameda County he developed a highly successful protocol for solving old or unsolved cases
using DNA typing. He was the driving force behind the California Attorney General’s decision to
implement familial DNA searching in California that led to the arrest of the “Grim Sleeper” serial
killer in 2010. He was one of the prosecutors in the People v. O. J. Simpson.
Ronald P. Walker, MA (FBI Ret) - Mr. Walker is a 20-year veteran of the FBI, where he was one
of the original cadre of the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC) Behavioral
Science Investigative Support Unit (“Profilers”). A retired FBI Supervisory Special Agent and a
retired US Air Force Lieutenant Colonel (Security Forces; Office of Special Investigations) with over
40 years combined experience in the investigation and assessment of crimes of interpersonal
violence, Mr. Walker is a nationally recognized expert in crime and crime scene assessment,
behavioral crime analysis, and criminal investigative analysis. He has testified as an expert witness
in crime and crime scene assessment and analysis, sex crime pattern analysis, and threat/violence risk
assessment in civil and criminal proceedings. Mr. Walker has provided expert consultation to law
enforcement agencies throughout the United States and internationally.
Consultation services included threat assessment, criminal personality profiling, crime and crime
scene assessment and analysis, major case management, crisis management and intervention,
investigative and prosecution strategy, and expert witness testimony. Mr. Walker is a graduate of the
George Washington University, Washington, DC, and of Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana,
holding a Master of Arts degree in Counseling/Psychology.
He was a member of the faculty of the FBI National Academy and adjunct faculty of the University
of Virginia, and has been a lecturer at the National College of District Attorneys, the National Law
Institute, the Canadian Police College, the Southern Police Institute, and the Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology. Since 1995, Mr. Walker has been a Board Member, Governor’s Executive Clemency
Advisory Board (ECAB), Office of the Governor, State of Colorado. In 2007, Governor Bill Ritter
appointed Mr. Walker as Chairman, Executive Clemency Advisory Board. The ECAB reviews
clemency and commutation applications from incarcerated felons and applications for pardons, and
makes recommendations to the Governor.
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Dr. Michael Bozeman, PhD - Dr. Bozeman has a PhD from Sam Houston State in Criminal Justice.
He is a retired Law Enforcement officer with 33 years experience, retiring from the Houston Police
Department, Homicide Division in January 2005. Currently serves as Associate Professor of Global
Security and Intelligence at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Prescott, Arizona and
Previously served as Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice at The University of Texas at Tyler. Dr.
Bozeman also serves as a private consultant in the areas of High-Risk Missing Persons and Homicide
Cold Cases. Research Interests include the areas of Homicide, Suicide, and the Coincident Event of
Homicide followed by Suicide; Mass Murder, and Serial Murder. Specialties: High-Risk Missing
Persons, Homicide Investigation, Crime Scene Investigations, Covert and Electronic Surveillance,
Intelligence, Forensic Liguistics, Complex Suicide and Questionable Death Investigations.
Christopher Kunkle, PsyD - Dr. Christopher Kunkle is the Director and Chief Psychiatric Examiner
of the Bureau of Institutional Sex Offender Treatment with the NYS Office of Mental Health. In this
position he is responsible for overseeing the operation of New York State’s sex offender civil
commitment programs for Dangerous Sexual Offenders Requiring Confinement, and the prison-based
sex offender treatment program for high risk offenders. These programs provide for the treatment to
sexual offenders deemed to be at the highest risk for committing sexual violence.
As a Forensic Psychologist, he has also testified, statewide, in Supreme Court as an expert in the
dangerousness and re-offense risk posed by sexual offenders. Dr. Kunkle’s past professional
experience includes 17 years of experience as a forensic psychologist and forensic scientist. He has
held positions with the Bellevue Hospital Forensic Psychiatry Service, the US Bureau of Prisons
Metropolitan Correctional Center in New York City, the Law and Psychiatry Institute, and the
Schneider Children’s Hospital Forensic Program for juvenile sex offenders. Dr. Kunkle is also a
former forensic scientist and was employed by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement Orlando Crime Laboratory. At FDLE, Dr. Kunkle obtained training and experience in trace evidence
collection and analysis, and crime scene investigation.
As an Adjunct Professor in the Criminal Justice, Law and Behavior program at the College of St.
Rose, he teaches courses on Criminal Profiling, Serial and Sexual Crimes, and Forensic Psychology.
He holds a Doctorate and a Masters Degree in Clinical Psychology from C.W. Post, a Masters Degree
in Forensic Psychology from John Jay College of Criminal Justice, and a Bachelors Degree in
Chemistry and Forensic Science from the State University of New York at Oswego. Dr. Kunkle has
conducted and published research on violent offenders with mental illness, as well as stalkers and
threateners of celebrities, judges and the President of the United States.
Dr. Daniel Kennedy, PhD - Bio Coming Soon
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Pete Klismet, MS (FBI Ret)- Pete Klismet’s experience in law enforcement spans over thirty years,
including ten years with the Ventura (CA) Police Department, and over 20 years with the FBI. In
1985, Pete was selected to be among a small group of FBI Agents to begin receiving training in what
was then called “Psychological Profiling.” Extensive training followed over the years, and as the
“Profiling Coordinator” for his FBI Field Office, Pete was able to work on numerous investigations
with state, local and federal officers. Pete holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice from
Metropolitan State University in Denver; a Master’s Degree in Criminal Justice from California
Lutheran University; and a 2nd Master’s Degree in Public Administration from the University of
Southern California. Before his retirement from the FBI in 1999, Pete was named the National Law
Enforcement of the Year by a major multi-national organization, receiving the award at an
international convention in San Francisco. Pete recently retired as a professor of Criminal Justice at a
college in Colorado, where he and his wife Nancy have lived for ten years.
John Paolucci, BS (NYPD Ret) - John completed a diverse and groundbreaking career in the
NYPD, spending his final eight (8) years as a supervisor in the Forensic Investigations Division. Four
(4) of those years were spent as a Crime Scene Unit supervisor where he was responsible for
responding to crime scenes to coordinate and assist in the identification, collection and
documentation of all types of forensic evidence.
He worked on many high profile cases and generated written synopses or ‘recaps’ that would be
presented to executive level managers and often used to disseminate information to the media. In
2007, the Chief of Detectives started the “Forensic Initiative” to develop a department-wide
awareness of forensic evidence, overhaul the current practices for collecting and documenting
forensic evidence and organize unprecedented coordination between the NYPD, Office of Chief
Medical Examiner (OCME) and District Attorney’s Offices.
John Paolucci was selected to be the lynchpin of this operation as the first ever liaison to the OCME,
and the single point of contact or “One Voice” for investigators and outside agencies to seek answers
about DNA and other forensic evidence. He was responsible for vetting all DNA evidence collected
in New York City prior to forwarding it for DNA or other analyses that he determined would best
exploit it’s probative value. He routinely held meetings with OCME’s Department of Forensic
Biology (FBio) to identify problematic areas in NYPD’s current practices and collated data that was
used to renovate and standardize evidence collection and documentation protocols and conserve
laboratory resources for FBio.
He trained evidence collection personnel in the new procedures and documentation, and gave
presentations at the NYPD’s Homicide Investigator’s Course which is attended by NYPD
investigators and outside agencies, including FBI and U.S. Marshal’s Service. In all, he trained over
2,000 members of NYPD and federal agencies in DNA evidence collection and documentation, and
vetted over 200,000 items of DNA evidence, many of which he determined would benefit from
additional laboratory analyses and made intra/inter agency conferrals to convey his recommendations
for the evidence.
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In retirement, John Paolucci formed Forensics 4 Real Inc. to impart his knowledge and understanding
forensic evidence and crime scene investigations to students of forensics as well as law enforcement
first responders and investigators by providing a true to life perspective on how evidence is identified
and handled in the field as well as in the laboratory. Additional laboratory analyses and made
intra/inter agency conferrals to convey his recommendations for the evidence.
In retirement, John Paolucci formed Forensics 4 Real Inc. to impart his knowledge and understanding
forensic evidence and crime scene investigations to students of forensics as well as law enforcement
first responders and investigators by providing a true to life perspective on how evidence is identified
and handled in the field as well as in the laboratory.
Tracy S. Oost, H.B.A., H.B.Sc. - Tracy is trained as a Forensic Osteologist and Forensic
Entomologist, working for Laurentian University in Sudbury, Ontario. Laurentian currently offers
the only FEPAC accredited Forensic Programs in Canada. She is a forensic educator, and
practitioner, consulting for various police agencies and the Coroner’s office since 1998, and
providing expert witness testimony. She specializes in remote scene recovery and documentation of
human remains, osteological analysis, and entomological analysis. Her current research involves
development of entomological standards for determining postmortem interval in Northern
Ontario. Tracy has also taught police officers through the Toronto Police Services Annual Forensic
Identification Conference, and at the Canadian Police College and Ontario Police College, on the
topics of forensic recovery of human remains, and forensic entomology. She designed and
implemented the fourth year capstone course, Investigative Techniques for Forensic Scientists, for the
forensic program at Laurentian University. This course requires students to process a mock crime
scene, analyze the evidence, and present the case in a real court room. Tracy has been involved in
historical forensics as a Titanic researcher, involved in the identification of remains interred after the
disaster in Halifax, as well as identity claims made by the living. She was also instrumental in
assisting a colleague in re-establishing a police case file regarding the disappearance of her sister in
1966. Tracy has been featured in two Discovery Channel productions: The Science of Death; and
Titanic: The Aftermath. Tracy holds memberships in the Canadian Society of Forensic Science, The
Canadian Identification Society, and the Entomological Society of Ontario.
Matthew Lunn, MS, F-ABMDI - Matthew Lunn is a medical investigator and criminologist in the
Denver metro area with extensive experience in the investigation of violent and high profile deaths
having been an invited speaker at local, state and national trainings. Mr. Lunn did his undergraduate
studies at Iowa State University, and earned his Master of Science from Regis University where he
graduated with honors. He is Board Certified with the American Board of Medicolegal Death
Investigators. Mr. Lunn is an adjunct faculty member at Binghamton University, a State University of
New York, where he develops and teaches courses in medicolegal death investigation.
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Craig N. Ackley, MS (FBI Ret) - Craig spent 25 years as a law enforcement officer, 21 as a Special
Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and retired from the Behavioral Analysis Unit
(BAU) of the FBI’s National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC), FBI Academy,
Quantico, VA. Craig worked in the area of violent crime his entire career and, while with the
NCAVC, he provided behavioral support in violent crime matters to federal, state, local, and foreign
law enforcement / prosecutorial agencies in the form of such services as crime analysis, offender
analysis, crime scene analysis, investigative strategies, interview and interrogation strategies, indirect
personality assessment, and trial strategies. Craig has a B. S. in Criminology, an M.S. in Psychology,
and is a co-author of Investigative and Forensic Interviewing: A Personality-Focused Approach.
Craig has also provided extensive training, both nationally and internationally, on various violent
crime topics, to include intimate partner violence, sexual assault, and all aspects of homicide.
Richard Scanlon D.M.D. - Richard is a Regional Forensic Odontologist for NamUs (National
Missing and Unidentified Person System) who is responsible for providing forensic odontology
services to law enforcement agencies, coroners and medical examiners for 26 states and
territories. Dr Scanlon previously held the same position as a regional forensic odontologist with
NamUs at its inception in 2010. Dr Scanlon has a B.S. degree in Biology from the University of
Pittsburgh in 1970 and a D.M.D. degree from the University of Pittsburgh School of Dental Medicine
in 1974. He then served as a Captain in the U.S. Army Dental Corps, assigned as a Division Dental
Surgeon for the 9th Division at Ft. Lewis Washington. During that duty he was trained and
performed forensic odontology services for the military and local agencies. He returned to
Pennsylvania in 1977 and began a private practice in family dentistry and forensic odontology and
still practices part time as a family dentist in Lewistown, PA. He was an active staff member and
served as President of the Medical Staff at Lewistown hospital and was the Chief Deputy Coroner of
Mifflin County for 9 years and Acting Coroner for 2 years. He is a member of DMORT and served
as a Deputy Commander of Region III DMORT. He is also co-director of PADIT (PA Dental
Identification Team). He is a member of the PA Attorney Generals Medical – Legal Advisory Board
on Child Abuse since 1989, a Fellow of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, the
International College of Dentists and a member of the Possible Match Panel of the Doe Network and
the NDIR Review Panel for the FBI.
Shawn M. Williams, BA (Pennsylvania State Police) – Shawn has been a member of the
Pennsylvania State Police since 1999 and is stationed at Troop N – Hazleton Headquarters. In 2002,
he became a Member of the Criminal Investigation Assessment Unit, which is a behavioral
assessment unit assigned to supervise and investigate active and cold case homicides and missing
persons investigations of significance. As a Member of the Troop N Major Case Team, he is tasked
with analyzing complex and high profile homicide and death investigations. Shawn has been
involved in multiple death penalty prosecutions regarding adult and child victims.
Shawn was promoted to the rank of Corporal in 2005. Prior to his enlistment with the Pennsylvania
State Police, he was municipal police officer beginning in 1993. Shawn is one of a select few
assigned from the CIA Unit to have an additional duty as a Designee for the Amber Alert Program in
the State of Pennsylvania. Being a Designee since 2006, he assists law enforcement agencies during
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missing child incidents to review their investigations and make the decision whether or not to activate
the Pennsylvania Emergency Alert System, which effects a large populous of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. Shawn has been involved in the successful recovery of abducted children as the direct
result of his issuance of an Amber Alert.
Since 2002, Shawn has been an active member of the Pennsylvania Homicide Investigators
Association and is currently the Vice President of this organization. Also, he has been an active
member of the Mid-Atlantic Cold Case Homicide Investigators Association for several years. Shawn
has had the opportunity to teach law enforcement officers, regarding homicide and death
investigations. He has instructed at the Pennsylvania State Police Academy and Training Centers,
University of Pennsylvania, Bloomsburg University, and at secondary educational facilities. He has
had the opportunity to present solved and unsolved homicide investigations to peers in professional
organizations, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation - Behavioral Analysis Unit (Profilers) in
Stafford, Virginia and at the Pennsylvania State Coroners Association Conference.
A highlight of his career was his presentation of a homicide investigation at a Division Meeting of the
United States Secret Service, USSS Department Headquarters, Washington, D.C. Shawn is a graduate
of Bloomsburg University with a BA in Mass Communications and a minor in Criminal Justice.
Joe Minor, MS - Joe Minor is a retired Special Agent-Forensic Scientist Supervisor from the
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation. He holds a Master’s Degree in Biology from Austin Peay State
University and has 27 years of experience in forensics and law enforcement. While at the TBI, Minor
served in the positions of Special Agent-Forensic Scientist, DNA Technical Manager for the Forensic
Services Division’s DNA laboratories in Nashville, Knoxville, and Memphis, and as a Special AgentForensic Scientist Supervisor for the Nashville DNA Laboratory. Minor also served as a Violent
Crime Response Team member for over 22 years and has testified as an expert witness in over 175
court trials. During his time at the TBI, Minor received additional training from the FBI Academy in
Forensic DNA Methods and served as an East Tennessee Cold Case Group Committee Member and
Advisor. Currently, Minor is an independent forensic consultant and is an adjunct faculty member
for Austin Peay State University and Cumberland University where he teaches courses in forensic
science. Minor recently authored an article in Forensic Magazine entitled “Touch DNA: From the
Crime Scene to the Crime Laboratory” and was a presenter on the same topic at the 2012 Evidence
Conference in Washington, D.C.

Support AISOCC!
As a non-profit organization, the American Investigative Society Of Cold Cases accepts donations. Donations
will be used to train and educate our members in the various investigative fields relating to cold case
investigations. We appreciate your support.
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J. Warner Wallace, MS- J. Warner Wallace has served the Torrance Police Department for 25 years
and was a founding member of their Cold Case Unit. He successfully investigated and helped
prosecute many cold-case homicides including the Barbara Bradford Murder (chronicled on Court
TV’s “North Mission Road” and Fox News), the Joan Brooks Murder, the Robin Hoynes Murder
(documented in a Dateline episode, “The Night Before Halloween,” in Spring 2011), the Archie
McFarland Murder (televised in a Dateline episode, “Deadly Triangle,” in Fall 2012), the Carol
Lubahn Murder (reported in a Dateline episode, “Secrets in the Mist,” in Spring 2013). He is still
involved as the I/O on one remaining cold-case trial and consults with the District Attorney’s office
on other related cases. J. Warner pioneered the innovative use of media in court cases and continues
to train attorneys in this area. He is a published author and speaker.
Howard Atkin, MA - An experienced UK Police Detective, Howard has had more than 31 years
involvement in all aspects of complex criminal investigation, intelligence and analysis. He helped
develop the UK’s standard National Intelligence Analysis Training Course, the first ‘Criminal
Intelligence Analysis’ Master’s degree program in the world, and established the first library
dedicated to Criminal Intelligence Analysis.
Having held many voluntary executive positions with key Professional bodies for Intelligence
Analysis, Howard was the first person in Europe to achieve the coveted SCCA ‘Lifetime Certified
Criminal Analyst’ award. He has served with the UK’s National Crime Squad, and more recently he
established and headed the Yorkshire and the Humber Regional Intelligence Unit, responsible for
tackling cross-border serious organized crime. Involved in developing the UK’s new Organized
Crime Group Mapping system, he also served on the ACPO working group on Commercial Cannabis
Cultivation, and helped develop partnership working between key law enforcement agencies and the
private sector.
He is currently responsible for reviewing current homicide cases and for investigating 42 ‘cold case’
Homicides and 3000+ Serious Sexual Offences, for which he has a 100% conviction success rate.
Atkin’s professional training and education is as follows: 1979: Bristol Polytechnic BSc (Honours)
Degree in Applied Biological Sciences, 1997: (UK) National Police Training: Trainers Development
Programme; Parts 1 & 2 Trainers Certificates, 1997: (UK) National Police Training: Detective
Trainer, 1997: City & Guilds Certificate in Further & Adult Education (C&G), 1997: British
Counselling Association Level 1 Counselling Certificate, 1998: Institute of Professional
Development IPD Core Trainers Award (5x NVQ Units), 1998: Huddersfield University
Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) 2000: Certified Institute of Professional Development,
National Vocational Qualification award (4x Training NVQ Units), 2004 : Manchester University,
Master of Arts (MA) Degree, Criminal Intelligence Analysis, 2010- Present (ongoing): University of
Huddersfield, PhD, Homicide/Serious Crime Investigative Methodology.
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Frank P. Tona, MPA - Frank has been a member of the Charles County, MD Sheriff's Office since
2002. After serving several years as an investigator, Frank is now assigned to his department's Patrol
Division. In addition to his duties as a Patrol Officer, Frank is a hostage negotiator, crime scene
investigator, and member of his department's cold case review team. He is currently on the Board of
Directors of the Mid-Atlantic Cold Case Homicide Investigator's Association, a member of the
Pennsylvania Homicide Investigator's Association, and a member of the American Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences. Frank received his undergraduate degree from the State University of New
York-Brockport and obtained a graduate degree in Public Administration from Norwich University.
He is an adjunct instructor at Norwich University's School of Graduate & Continuing Studies, and at
the University of Maryland-University College. In 2011, Frank began researching the cold case
review processes of various law enforcement agencies across the US. This research culminated in an
article published in Law & Order magazine titled, "Cold Cases with No DNA, No Problem." He
persuasively argues that an organized approach for studying cold cases without biological evidence is
needed to in order to minimize investigative failures and maximize case closures. He is presently
collaborating with several other criminal justice practitioners at the National Institute of Justice on a
grant funded project exploring wrongful convictions as the result of eyewitness identification.
Lesley Hammer, MA, MS - is a Forensic Examiner currently in private practice, with experience in
forensic casework, laboratory supervision and scientific instruction. She has performed analyses,
reported and testified in latent print, footwear and tire track, and crime scene disciplines and holds
professional certifications in Forensic Footwear Examination, Criminalistics and Crime Scene
Analysis. Ms. Hammer supervised a Forensic Physical Unit in an accredited laboratory, has published
articles, performed research and has provided forensic evidence related instruction to law
enforcement, crime laboratory personnel and others throughout the United States and in Canada. She
holds a BA in Environmental Science, a MA in Teaching and a MS in Forensics from the University
of Strathclyde in Glasgow, Scotland. She is a member and past Chair of the Scientific Working
Group on Shoe and Tire Tread Evidence (SWGTREAD) and is the current President of the
International Association for Identification.
Robert J. Levan, BS – Rob has been a member of the Pennsylvania State Police since 1993. He
became a criminal investigator for the State Police in 1998 in Troop K, Philadelphia. In 2002, he
became a member of the Criminal Investigative Assessment Unit in Troop K. His primary duties
include the investigation of active and cold case homicides and major cases occurring in his Troop.
He is an active member of the Troop K, Philadelphia Major Case Team. He also is an Amber Alert
designee for Pennsylvania. He is an active member of the Pennsylvania Homicide Investigator’s
Association, Mid-Atlantic Cold Case Homicide Investigator’s Association and the International
Association of Bloodstain Pattern Analysts. Rob is a graduate of Albright College with a BS in
Accounting.
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Anthony Fiore, BS - Tony is currently the Deputy Inspector General for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
overseeing operations and investigations with the Office of Inspector General. His experience is drawn from
several aspects of law enforcement and investigations. Tony has served ten years with a Pennsylvania
municipal police department as patrol officer, K9 handler, and detective and eight years with the Pennsylvania
Office of Attorney General as a special agent, where he investigated narcotics trafficking, organized crime,
and public corruption. He has been the lead investigator and affiant on many arrests involving violent
felons. Tony is a decorated law enforcement officer and Certified Fraud Examiner who, more recently, has led
complex, corruption-based criminal investigations involving the Pennsylvania legislature and Pennsylvania
municipal government. Tony is a graduate of the University of Scranton.
Marianne Hamel, MS, PhD - Received her master’s and doctoral degrees in molecular biology from Lehigh
University and her medical degree from Jefferson Medical College. She was an anatomic and clinical
pathology resident at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital and then moved on to a forensic pathology
fellowship at the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner of the City of New York. Dr. Hamel is a medical
examiner for Southern Regional Medical Examiner Office in Woodbine, NJ and also owns Jersey Shore
Forensics, a private forensic pathology consultation firm. Dr. Hamel is a recipient of a 2014 research
fellowship at the Brocher Foundation of Geneva, Switzerland. Her work concerns autopsy techniques and
jurisprudence surrounding homicide during pregnancy. In collaboration with Nikki Johnson, a forensic
photographer, she will be showing an exhibition of forensic photomicrographs entitled “Death Under Glass”
next year at the Mutter Museum.

Anita Muldoon, MS - Retired Sergeant Anita Muldoon landed her career as a police officer later in life,
pursuing a long time interest. As a patrol officer in the St. Paul Police Department Anita began to work toward
her goal of becoming a homicide investigator by furthering her education. She completed her Bachelor’s
Degree in Law Enforcement at Metro State University and earned her Master’s Degree from Concordia
University. Anita worked in various areas on patrol including Officer Friendly, bike patrol and undercover in
the Vice Unit. She took an extended vacation to fulfill another life dream and traveled through many states in
Africa. While doing so, she studied for the Sergeant’s exam during the long days of over the road travel. The
effort paid off, and she was promoted to Sergeant and assigned to investigations. The months of general
investigations and the years of investigating sex crimes prepared her to reach her dream destination in
homicide. After receiving several calls from family members regarding old unsolved murders, Anita
recognized the need to implement a unit that could handle the investigations of these cases outside of a regular
caseload. Anita began to study the advancements in forensic sciences as they pertain to cold cases. When the
department was awarded a Federal DNA grant to review cold cases, Anita jumped in head first and was
selected to head up a Cold Case Unit and run the grant. She spent the next three years reading old cases,
cataloging information, rummaging through old evidence and submitting it to the Bureau of Criminal
Apprehension for analysis. Several of these submissions yielded positive results. All possible leads were
followed, however, departmental budgets were constrained and without other resources, little more could be
done. When the grant came to an end, she retired from the police force.
Anita had taken every opportunity to speak publicly about the importance of investigating cold cases. She has
created an informative DNA power point presentation to continue her effort to bring public light to the value
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David Lambkin, MS - In 2007, Detective David Lambkin retired from the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) with over 24 years as a detective specializing in sexual assault and homicide
investigations. During his tenure, Lambkin investigated over 1,000 sexually motivated crimes and
scores of homicides as a case-carrying detective; he also supervised and fulfilled investigative
support roles in hundreds of additional homicide and sexual assault investigations as the Officer in
Charge of the Hollywood Homicide and Sex Crime Units; a supervising detective in RobberyHomicide Division’s Rape Special Section; and, the Officer-in-Charge of Robbery-Homicide
Division’s Cold Case Homicide Unit (a unit conceived and implemented by Detective Lambkin in
2001). Since its inception, the Cold Case Homicide Unit has screened over 12,000 unsolved and
unprosecuted homicides dating back to 1960 and has reopened hundreds of cold cases. To date, this
unit has solved over 100 murders, identified and convicted multiple serial murderers, and has secured
the release of a man who was erroneously convicted of murder.
Detective Lambkin holds a Bachelor's Degree in Political Science; a second Bachelor's Degree in
Criminal Justice Administration; and a Master's Degree in Criminal Justice Administration. He was a
State recognized subject-matter expert in the field of sexual assault and homicide investigations. As
such, he served as an advisor on training, investigative, and victim advocacy issues for a multitude of
entities including the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the California Department of Justice and the
Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office. Detective Lambkin also sat on numerous committees
dealing with investigative and victim advocacy concerns and was an advisor to various victim service
organizations.
For over two decades, Detective Lambkin served as an instructor for a variety of formal law
enforcement training schools including the Los Angeles Police Department’s Basic and Advanced
Detective Schools, Command Development School, Recruit Academy, and the State of California’s
Robert Presley Institute of Criminal Investigation Homicide School. He also provided counselor and
forensic nurse training for various community and hospital based responders.
Detective Lambkin has been a recipient of numerous awards and commendations including; The Los
Angeles Commission on Assaults Against Women Humanitarian of the Year Award; Hollywood
Division’s Detective of the Quarter Award (three-time recipient); Hollywood Division’s Detective of
the Year Award (two-time recipient); and the Los Angeles District Attorney’s DNA Awareness
Lifetime Achievement Award.
Jason W. Brooks, VMD, PhD, DACVP -Dr. Brooks is a Clinical Assistant Professor in the
Department of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences and a board-certified Veterinary Pathologist at
the Animal Diagnostic Laboratory at the Pennsylvania State University. Dr. Brooks received his
Bachelor of Science from Juniata College in Huntingdon, PA and his Veterinary Medical Doctorate
from the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, PA. He practiced clinical veterinary medicine
in Pennsylvania before beginning his academic career at an agricultural laboratory in Sicily, Italy.
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Dr. Brooks entered a combined residency-training program in veterinary pathology and PhD graduate
program in Pathobiology at the Pennsylvania State University where he joined the faculty. He has
received specialized training in forensic pathology, crime scene analysis, and clandestine gravesite
identification and excavation.
As a veterinary pathologist, he routinely assists with animal cruelty investigations by performing post
mortem examinations on various non-human species, many times in cooperation with law
enforcement agencies including state and local police departments and various humane law
enforcement agencies. He conducts research on the determination of the post-mortem interval and
teaches in undergraduate courses in pathology and forensic sciences.
Dr. Brooks is a member of the International Veterinary Forensic Sciences Association as well as the
American College of Veterinary Pathologists and the American Association of Veterinary Laboratory
Diagnosticians. He is involved in a group that is actively seeking to educate veterinarians in the
forensic sciences through cooperation with medical examiners and professional organizations, and he
hosts an animal crimes seminar in order to bridge the divide between human and non-human forensic
investigations.
Michael Dean Parker BS, JD - Michael Dean Parker graduated Magna Cum Laude with a B.S.
degree in Biological Sciences from North Carolina State University in 1986. He received his
Juris Doctorate from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1989. He began his career as
a prosecutor in the Twentieth District of North Carolina in 1989. From 1989 to 1995, Parker worked
as an Assistant District Attorney trying cases in Juvenile, District and Superior Courts. Parker has
tried, as lead prosecutor, all types of criminal offenses, from misdemeanors in District Court to
capital murders.
In 1996, Parker was promoted to Chief Assistant District Attorney and became responsible for
supervising the prosecution of homicides in the district and supervising the prosecutors in all
the counties. Parker has tried more than 150 jury trials (estimated). As Chief Assistant District
Attorney for the Twentieth District, Parker supervised 16 Assistant District Attorneys, the
prosecution of all criminal cases in all four counties and was responsible for in house training of the
prosecutors. Parker was appointed District Attorney on 1 November 2004.
On January 1, 2011, Parker became a homicide prosecutor in NC Prosecutorial District 16A. During
more than 20 years as a prosecutor, Parker has taught trial advocacy courses on such topics as capital
case prosecution, sexual assault prosecution, domestic violence prosecution, domestic violence
homicide prosecution, DWI prosecution, drug prosecution and vehicular homicide prosecution.
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Additionally, Parker has taught courses in forensic medical evidence, DNA, child sexual abuse,
discovery in capital cases, adult learning principles, visual aids, case preparation and organization,
effective critiquing skills, effective file management, 404B evidence, themes in criminal
prosecutions, crime scene reconstruction for the courtroom, DV homicide investigation and
ethics. Parker is a nationally recognized speaker and has presented for the North Carolina Conference
of District Attorneys, the North Carolina Institute of Governments, the South Carolina Solicitor’s
Association, the Florida Prosecuting Attorney’s Association, the New York Prosecutor Training
Institute, the Oklahoma District Attorney’s Conference, the Oklahoma Regional Community Policing
Institute, the U.S. Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
the American Prosecutor’s Research Institute’s National Traffic Law Center, the National
Trial Advocacy Center, the Prosecuting Attorney’s Association of Michigan, the Louisiana District
Attorneys Association, the Iowa County Attorney’s Association, West Virginia Prosecution Training
Institute, Texas District and County Attorney’s Association, York County SC Coroner’s Office, the
Mississippi Prosecutor’s Association, The Mississippi Attorney General’s Office, the University of
Alabama College of Continuing Studies, Alabama Children’s Justice Task Force, Alabama District
Attorneys Association, Alabama Department of Human Resources and the North Carolina
Governor’s Crime Commission. Parker is a regular presenter at the North Carolina New
Prosecutor’s Course and NHTSA’s Prosecutor Faculty Development Course.
Parker has authored or co-authored trial advocacy courses on such topics as sexual assault, DWI,
domestic violence, homicide and evidentiary issues. Parker co-wrote an Evidence Based Domestic
Violence Prosecution Curriculum Manual (2001), wrote Criminal Discovery in North Carolina
(2002) and also in 2002, Parker acted in and co-produced Time to Make a Difference, a domestic
violence training video based on his Evidence Based Domestic Violence Prosecution Course. Parker
also acted in and consulted on “What is Autism?” – a training video on autism prepared at the request
of the special NC Legislative Study Commission in 2009. Parker is currently working on a book on
themes and arguments in criminal cases.
Parker served on the North Carolina Conference of District Attorney’s Training Committee from
1995-2002, the Domestic Violence Training Committee and the Trial Advocacy Training Committee
from 1998-2002. He is past President of the Moore County Bar Association and former member of
the Twentieth District’s Grievance Committee. Parker received the 2000 North Carolina Conference
of District Attorney’s Experienced Prosecutor Distinguished Service Award for his work in training
North Carolina’s Prosecutors. In 2006, Parker was appointed to the Rural Courts Commission by the
Chief Justice of the North Carolina Supreme Court for a three-year term and served as the
Technology Committee Chairman.
In 2007, Parker Received the North Carolina Victim’s Assistance Network’s District Attorney’s
Award for his service to victims. In 2008, Parker was honored with a Lifetime Membership Award
from Moore County Rescue Squad #2 for his more than 20 years of rescue service. In 2009,
Parker served on the Advisory Committee for North Carolina Safe and Sound, a sub-committee of the
Autism Society of America, and on the NC AOC Domestic Violence Advisory Committee.
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Bobbie Spammer, BS, MS - Since 2011, B.J. Spammer has served as the Director of the Training
and Analysis Division for the National Missing and Unidentified Persons System (NamUs), a
program funded by the National Institute of Justice and managed by the University of North Texas
(UNT) Health Science Center. She began her career in the field of missing and unidentified persons
in 2001 within the Cold Case Unit of the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children
(NCMEC), where she provided investigative support to agencies working long-term missing and
unidentified deceased child cases and managed a nationwide DNA collection program in conjunction
with the UNT Health Science Center. Ms. Spammer has also worked as an Intelligence Analyst with
the Kansas Bureau of Investigation and the Kansas City (Missouri) Police Department. She is a
graduate of the DEA's Federal Law Enforcement Analysts Training (FLEAT) academy and is a
member of the International Association of Crime Analysts. She holds a Bachelor's Degree with
honors in Behavioral and Social Sciences from the University of Maryland University College
(UMUC), a second Bachelor's Degree in English Literature from UMUC, and a Masters Degree in
Forensic Science from The George Washington University. She routinely develops and delivers law
enforcement training courses related to resources and investigative strategies to resolve missing and
unidentified person cases throughout the country.

May 12-14, 2014
Methodist University Campus
Fayetteville, North Carolina
Tentative Schedule of Events:
Monday, May 12, 2014, 9:00am to 5:00pm: Closed Session for Review Board and
Consulting Committee Presentations
Tuesday, May 13, 2014, 9:00am to 5:00pm: Open Session for All AISOCC Members
Wednesday, May 14, 2014, 9:00am to 12:00pm: Closed Session for Law Enforcement,
Review Board, and Consulting Committee Members Only
Hotel and more information coming soon…
Call for Presentations: Please contact Ken Mains if you would like to present at the
conference. Thank you for your participation.
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AISOCC’s General, Law Enforcement/Veteran,
and Student Membership
Everyone’s contributions to AISOCC are important. AISOCC would like to recognize the follow
members for their dedication to AISOCC’s Mission.
Angst, Sam
Robinson, Stephanie
Pettie, Ron
Pettler, Alexis
Johnson, Robert
Coleman, Faith
Graham, Leigh Ann
Hansen, Kim
Tanucilli, John A.
Gazzano, Nancy
de Sturler, Alice
Salberg, Martin
Fischer, Francisca-Kika
Richards, Gretchen
Boyd, Casey
Dutter, Jessica
Stokes, Frank
Cuevas, Francisco
Ras, Helena
Hale, Shellee
Walters, Patty
Harris, Christine
Ryder, William

Wondra, Brian
Adams, Larry
Malveaux, Linda
McCoy, Ed
Walsh, Barb
Scott, Anne
Biela, Larry
Holmes, Janice
Button, Jill
Humphrey, Sarah
Brown, Jeremy
Clement, Rose Ann
Johnson, Mel
Meeder, Fredrick
Albert, Lela
Balliet, Alice
Basedow, Jennifer
Beveridge, Wesley
Spradling, Lena
Miller, Sandra
Baeza, John
Rowand, Lisa
Isaacs, April
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AISOCC’s Cases Reviewed
Case # 1 - Murder of Gail Matthews and her daughter Tamara Berkheiser
This was AISOCC's first case for review. The analysis and review of this case remains incomplete due to some
technical glitches. This led to an incomplete analysis of this very lengthy case. For the time period the case
was available, Review Board members Suzanna Ryan and Katherine Ramsland were able to offer insight and
Consulting Members Robert McDonald, John Paolucci, and WJ Chisum made some very good observations
and determinations that led the investigator in a new direction with astonishing results. This case will be
revisited in the future.
Case #2 - Missing Person Case of Donald James Cavanaugh and David Virgil Neily
Upon the request of Detective Andrew Whitaker from the Mendocino County, California Sheriff's Office, The
American Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) conducted a review of missing persons cases: David
James Cavanaugh and Donald Virgil Neily.
Cavanaugh has been missing since 2005 and Neily has been missing since 2006. The Mendocino County,
California Sheriff's Office maintains jurisdiction in both cases. Both Cavanaugh and Neily were last heard
from and seen in or around the company of an individual he worked for - (Suspect #1). Suspect #1 owned a
20-acre horse ranch in Westport, California where both Cavanaugh and Neily worked as farm hands at
different times during 2005 and 2006. Cavanaugh was last heard from telling his associates that he was
returning to Suspect #1 property to claim his belongings. He was never heard from again. Neily was also last
heard from telling his associates that he was returning to Suspect #1 property to claim his belongings. He was
also never heard from again. This is a coincidence that AISOCC could not ignore. Review Board Member
John Liebert and Joe Kenda made compelling arguments as to why and who was responsible for these
disappearances.
AISOCC made suggestions to the Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office as to who was most likely responsible
for these disappearances. We also suggested investigative avenues for the investigators to pursue in order to
bring resolution and closure to this case.
Case # 3 - The Murder of Desera Cohee
Upon the request of Fort Wayne, Indiana Police Department Detective John Helmsing, the American
Investigative Society of Cold Cases (AISOCC) conducted a review of the Desera Cohee homicide. AISOCC
was provided with case notes, crime scene photos, a DNA report, autopsy and medical reports, and scanned
electronic copies of the victim's personal journals for review.
On Monday, January 10, 2000 EMS was summoned to the single-family home of Cohee, located on St Mary's
Ave, Fort Wayne, Indiana. EMS responded to reports of a fire at the residence. EMS personnel found an
unresponsive female in the dining room of the residence later identified as Cohee. It was then discovered that
the victim had multiple stab wounds to chest and head and according to EMS, had no pulse or respiration.
Review Board member Mark Safarik and Consulting Member, Anthony Meoli provided concise, thorough and
valuable insight to the most likely person responsible. Consulting Members Traci Brassi, Chris Kunkle, Joe
Minor, Frank Tona, John Markey contributed tremendously to this case.
AISOCC believes that the Fort Wayne, Indiana investigators have properly identified the most likely suspect
in this case. AISOCC provided the investigators specific investigative strategies and evidence to analyze in
order to finally hold the responsible party(s) accountable for their actions.
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Hello AISOCC Members! I am AISOCC’s Blogger Alice de Sturler and I am proud to
announce that the AISOCC's blog (http://aisocc.wordpress.com/) is up and running. Now
that we have more posts, it is easier for you to see the structure of the home page. It fills
out when we add information.
For 2014, I plan a series of interviews with AISOCC's members about their work, their
careers, and their plans for the future. If you feel a virtual tap on the shoulder ... that's me! Feel free to
send me a message if you have anything that you wish to share on the blog. My email is
vidocqcc@gmail.com
Last, if you have a blog or use a social media platform (such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
Pinterest, Google Plus, etc.) please consider adding the society's blog to your blogroll or, linking to
our blog. It will increase our visibility. Here is my blogroll, just as an example (insert link
http://www.defrostingcoldcases.com/dccblogroll/)
Thank you for all you do for the victims of unsolved homicides.
Alice de Sturler"

Have Questions About AISOCC
Please contact our general mainbox info@aisocc.com



 For AISOCC membership questions membership@aisocc.com
 Got a tip on a cold case? Contact our Tipline tips@aisocc.com
To submit a case for our expert panel to review, please email kennethmains@aisocc.com

Board of Directors Email Addresses
President Kenneth L. Mains - kennethmains@aisocc.com
Vice President Matthew Rickard - matthewrickard@aisocc.com
Treasurer Holly Thomas - hollythomas@aisocc.com
Secretary Jenette Mack-Allen - jenettemackallen@aisocc.com
Director of Development Laura Pettler - laurapettler@aisocc.com
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Successful DNA Profiling from Fired Casings, Bullets
and Cartridges. Is it possible?
By Suzanna R. Ryan, MS, D-ABC
The use of firearms during the commission of non-fatal violent crimes (including rape/sexual assault,
robbery, aggravated and simple assault) has been estimated at 22% based on the results of the 2009
National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). Couple this with the fact that the FBI’s Crime in the
United States report for 2010 estimates that 67.5% of all homicides involve the use of a firearm, and
it is clear that firearms, bullets, cartridges, and casings are common forensic evidence.
Traditionally these items are examined by the firearms section of the laboratory, and possibly by the
latent print section as well. It has become more prevalent, however, for the DNA section to have a
hand in the examination of not only firearms, but also cartridges, bullets, and casings.
This article will focus on the attempts at collection and extraction of DNA from fired bullets and
cartridge cases as there is little question that DNA can, and quite often is, obtained from the grips,
trigger, slide, and other areas of a firearm. On the other hand, for many years, it was thought by most
practicing forensic DNA analysts that any possible touch DNA transferred to a cartridge case or
bullet during the gun loading process would be obliterated when the gun was discharged due to the
intense heat generated during firing. In fact, it has been estimated that internal temperatures of the
firearm chambers can reach up to 1800 degrees C for between 0.5 and 5ms1. Surely, DNA cannot
withstand this intense heat - or can it?
While there is still very little data present in the literature, in contrast to earlier studies, recent reports
have found it is indeed possible to obtain DNA profiles from spent cartridge cases and shotgun shells.
A 2004 study - perhaps the first reported, and thus relied upon by many forensic practitioners - was
performed by forensic scientists in Wisconsin and reported in the Midwest Association of Forensic
Sciences newsletter2. The authors of this study determined that it was extremely unlikely to obtain a
DNA profile from fired casings. However, the Wisconsin study was limited (only 10 samples were
tested), a single swab versus a double swab was used to collect the evidence (some studies have
suggested that the double swab technique, whereby a wet swab is followed by a dry swab, can
increase DNA yield), the sample was not concentrated to its fullest extent, an older and less sensitive
quantitation technique was utilized, and a less sensitive amplification protocol was followed.
Therefore, the results obtained in this study should not necessarily be relied upon to dictate what is
and is not possible in the forensic DNA lab of today.
More recent work performed at the Virginia Department of Forensic Science1 in 2008 has shown that
it is indeed possible to obtain a DNA profile or partial profile from a fired cartridge casing or shot 37
shell. The VA DFS study focused primarily on the use of Mini-STRs to yield DNA profiles, but they
also performed some work with the Promega Powerplex 16 amplification kit and the Identifiler kit
with limited success. Mini-STRs
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More recent work performed at the Virginia Department of Forensic Science1 in 2008 has shown that
it is indeed possible to obtain a DNA profile or partial profile from a fired cartridge casing or shot
shell. The VA DFS study focused primarily on the use of Mini-STRs to yield DNA profiles, but they
also performed some work with the Promega Powerplex 16 amplification kit and the Identifiler kit
with limited success. Mini-STRs
amplify smaller fragments of DNA than typical amplification kits and thus they are better suited for
use with samples that contain degraded, inhibited, or very small amounts of DNA.
One of the most interesting finds of the VA-DFS study was that there was no significant difference in
DNA yield between fired and unfired cartridge cases. This finding illustrates that even though the
DNA present on the cartridge and bullet undergoes exposure to intense heat, the DNA is not
completely destroyed. This could mean that if a fired bullet is collected from the scene (for example,
in a wall or the floor, etc.), touch DNA may potentially survive.
The VA-DFS study also found that the metal components of the cartridge casings did at times have
an inhibitory affect on the PCR reaction used to copy the DNA molecule. In fact, a comparison of
swabs taken from both fired and unfired cartridge cases showed no results with the Powerplex 16
amplification kit even when the same sample yielded usable results with the Minifiler Mini-STR
system. Since the unfired cases did not yield results with the PowerPlex kit, degradation due to
intense heat was ruled out, but possible inhibition of the amplification reaction was not. It is quite
possible that the next generation STR multiplex kits (PowerPlex 16HS and Identifiler Plus) may be
able to better overcome these inhibition problems as they have been redesigned and reformulated to
yield better results with this type of sample.
While the VA-DFS study focused mostly on cartridge cases, some experimentation was performed on
shotgun shells as well. The authors found that the total amount of DNA recovered from the fired
shotgun shells ranged from 0 to 3.1 nanograms. However, one shotshell sample had to be eliminated
from the study due to extensive contamination from an unknown source. On the other hand, it is
important to note that the authors did not see any contamination from unfired shells taken directly
from the packaging, with the exception of a single allele present in one STR profile.
Only one other study on the analysis of DNA from fired bullets and casings, published in a peerreviewed journal, could be located. This paper, out of The Netherlands, was published in 2010. The
scientists in this study focused on first designing a sensitive method to extract DNA from cartridges,
bullets, and casings (CBC)3. Their methodology involved actually soaking the entire CBC in lysis
buffer with agitation via rotation for 30 minutes followed by swabbing the CBC with a dry sterile
cotton swab, which was then added back in with the soaking buffer to be extracted. The authors
noted that initial testing of CBCs involving only swabbing of the outside of the bullet or cartridge
casing (similar to that done with the VA-DFS study) was much less successful, in terms of obtaining 38
DNA, as compared to the soaking method.
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amplify smaller fragments of DNA than typical amplification kits and thus they are better suited for
use with samples that contain degraded, inhibited, or very small amounts of DNA.
One of the most interesting finds of the VA-DFS study was that there was no significant difference in
DNA yield between fired and unfired cartridge cases. This finding illustrates that even though the
DNA present on the cartridge and bullet undergoes exposure to intense heat, the DNA is not
completely destroyed. This could mean that if a fired bullet is collected from the scene (for example,
in a wall or the floor, etc.), touch DNA may potentially survive.
The VA-DFS study also found that the metal components of the cartridge casings did at times have
an inhibitory affect on the PCR reaction used to copy the DNA molecule. In fact, a comparison of
swabs taken from both fired and unfired cartridge cases showed no results with the Powerplex 16
amplification kit even when the same sample yielded usable results with the Minifiler Mini-STR
system. Since the unfired cases did not yield results with the PowerPlex kit, degradation due to
intense heat was ruled out, but possible inhibition of the amplification reaction was not. It is quite
possible that the next generation STR multiplex kits (PowerPlex 16HS and Identifiler Plus) may be
able to better overcome these inhibition problems as they have been redesigned and reformulated to
yield better results with this type of sample.
While the VA-DFS study focused mostly on cartridge cases, some experimentation was performed on
shotgun shells as well. The authors found that the total amount of DNA recovered from the fired
shotgun shells ranged from 0 to 3.1 nanograms. However, one shotshell sample had to be eliminated
from the study due to extensive contamination from an unknown source. On the other hand, it is
important to note that the authors did not see any contamination from unfired shells taken directly
from the packaging, with the exception of a single allele present in one STR profile.
Only one other study on the analysis of DNA from fired bullets and casings, published in a peerreviewed journal, could be located. This paper, out of The Netherlands, was published in 2010. The
scientists in this study focused on first designing a sensitive method to extract DNA from cartridges,
bullets, and casings (CBC)3. Their methodology involved actually soaking the entire CBC in lysis
buffer with agitation via rotation for 30 minutes followed by swabbing the CBC with a dry sterile
cotton swab, which was then added back in with the soaking buffer to be extracted. The authors
noted that initial testing of CBCs involving only swabbing of the outside of the bullet or cartridge
casing (similar to that done with the VA-DFS study) was much less successful, in terms of obtaining
DNA, as compared to the soaking method.

verall, the group from the Netherlands was able to obtain reliable and reproducible DNA profiles in
163 out of 616 criminal cases (a success rate of 25.6%) and in 283 out of 4,085 individual items (a 39
success rate of 6.9%) between January 2003 and December 2009. However, it should be pointed out
that according to the paper, the forensic scientists were required by law to retain half of the DNA
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Overall, the group from the Netherlands was able to obtain reliable and reproducible DNA profiles in
163 out of 616 criminal cases (a success rate of 25.6%) and in 283 out of 4,085 individual items (a
success rate of 6.9%) between January 2003 and December 2009. However, it should be pointed out
that according to the paper, the forensic scientists were required by law to retain half of the DNA
extract for possible retesting. Therefore, they started with 80 μl of extract, stored half of it, and used
the remaining 40 μl for testing. If the samples had been concentrated to 15 μl prior to quantification
and amplification, it can be assumed that a greater success rate would have been seen. In
comparison, the VA-DFS study, using the MiniFiler system with controlled experiments, not actual
casework, realized a success rate of ~46%.
Both studies had some instances of contamination. One contaminated shotshell (out of 30) was noted
in the VA-DFS study while 8 contamination events (profiles matching lab technicians who handled
the CBCs either prior or during the DNA analysis) were noted in the Netherlands study. These
contamination events occurred even though proper procedures and protective clothing were used.
In summary, contrary to earlier reports, it is indeed possible to obtain a DNA profile from a fired
cartridge casing or shotshell. In addition, although the 2010 Netherlands study did not directly report
any results from fired bullets, they did comment that, “it is possible to retrieve a number of different
categories of (parts of) ammunition at the crime scene (1) the intact cartridge, often still in its
magazine loaded into the firearm, (2) the empty casing thrown out of the firearm, and (3) the bullet
(penetrating or non-penetrating)”. The authors go on to state that with the exception of the
penetrating bullet, which would be expected to contain DNA from the victim, “all parts of
ammunition can hold biological material from the person who loaded the magazine”. Therefore,
although success may be limited, it may indeed be possible to obtain a DNA profile from a fired
bullet.
References:
1. Horsman-Hall KM, et al. Development of STR Profiles from firearms and fired cartridge cases.
Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. 3(2009) 242-250.
2. Polakowski, SM. Analysis of Fired Casings for the Presence of DNA. Midwest Association of
Forensic Science (MAFS) Newsletter. Sping (2004).
3. Dieltjes, P, et al. A sensitive method to extract DNA from biological traces present on ammunition
for the purpose of genetic profiling. Int J Legal Med 125(2011) 597-602.
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AISOCC Supports Members’ Literary Contributions
Updates from Members about books, media, etc. Please contact specific members for more
information and/or where to purchase these great contributions to the field.
Mary Ellen O’Toole is the Editor-In Chief of Violence and Gender a new International and Peer
Reviewed Journal that will focus on a wide range of violence from serial murder, mass murder,
sexual assault, violence development, etiology etc. The Journal will look at the contributing
variables for differences between men and women in terms of violence, including brain pathology,
personality, sociology, environment, nature vs. nurture, etc. As the Editor In Chief, Dr. O’Toole
will also be soliciting for case reviews and perspective pieces on cases (including cold cases),
offenders, and violence in general. The preview edition launched December 2013 and the first full
edition will be February 2014. Mary Ann Liebert is the Publisher.
Dr. O’Toole is also the author of Dangerous Instincts: How Gut Feelings Betray Us, published by
Penguin Press. In this book Dr. O’Toole wrote about violence and assessing people for
dangerousness, in terms of violence. She mentioned several cases she worked and/or consulted on
while an Agent with the FBI's BAU. The book, which came out in 2011 and again in early 2013, is
now attracting very significant international interest because of the information regarding threat
assessment and violence.
Katherine Ramsland: Dr. Ramsland has published more than 40 books including:
Beating the Devil's Game: A History of Forensic Science and Criminal
Investigation, The Devil's Dozen: 12 Notorious Serial Killers Caught by Cutting
Edge Forensics, The Human Predator: A Historical Chronicle of Serial Murder and
Forensic Investigation. And also an ebook about a recently solved cold case that
was long attributed to a serial killer: The Sex Beast.

Anthony Meoli: Anthony Meoli’s, The Diary of the DC Sniper, was released August 2012 along
with an interview CD entitled, The DC Sniper.

Joseph Giacalone:
John Giacolone has
published, The
Criminal
Investigative
Function: A Guide
for New
Investigators, 2nd
Edition.

Pete Klismet: Pete
Klismet is the author
of FBI Diary: Profiles
of Evil
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AISOCC Supports Members’ Literary Contributions
Updates from Members about books, media, etc. Please contact specific members for more
information and/or where to purchase these great contributions to the field.
Alice de Sturler: Congratulations to Alice
for winning the ABA Journal’s #1 Blog of
the year! Defrosting Cold Cases, was
selected when about 4,000 readers voted.
The blog discusses interviews with truecrime authors about riveting cold cases.

Silvia Pettem: Silvia
Pettem’s books, Cold
Case Research and
Someone’s Daughter
are available on
AMAZON.com

John Liebert: Dr. Liebert, author of Dangerous Instincts: How Gut Feelings Betray Us, published
by Penguin Press has new book, Hearts of Darkness, which will be published this Spring and covers
the cases of the Sandy Hook; Tucson Safeway Plaza; Aurora Theater and Utoya Island/Oslo
massacres with an update on the trial of James Holmes and the Connecticut Attorney General's
investigation of Adam Lanza & family. Advanced Reader Copies will be available for reviewers
December 15, 2013.
Dr. Liebert’s previous book, Wounded Minds: Understanding and Solving the Growing Menace of
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder is now available on shelves at Barnes & Noble Psychology Sections.
Dr. Liebert’s co-author of both books is investigative reporter and lawyer, Dr. William Birnes.
Dr. Liebert is also Editor -In Chief of Violence and Gender a new International and Peer Reviewed
Journal that will focus on a wide range of violence from serial murder, mass murder, sexual assault,
violence development, etiology etc. As the Editor In Chief, Dr. Liebert will also be soliciting for case
reviews and perspective pieces on cases (including cold cases), offenders, and violence in general.
The preview edition will launch December 2013 and the first full edition will be February 2014.
Mary Ann Liebert is the Publisher.

John Paolucci articles in Crime Magazine, "What if Nicole Simpson and Ron Goldman Had Been
Murdered in 2013:" http://www.crimemagazine.com/what-if-nicole-brown-simpson-and-rongoldman-had-been-murdered-2013 and "The Mechanics of Investigating a DNA Partial
Match" http://www.crimemagazine.com/mechanics-investigating-dna-%E2%80%9Cpartialmatch%E2%80%9D. Look for John’s articles in Law Enforcement Today, "New York City Housing
Police: A Bygone Era Worth Talking About" http://lawenforcementtoday.com/2013/11/29/new-yorkcity-housing-police-a-bygone-era-worth-talking-about/ and "Streamlining Inter agency
Communication" http://lawenforcementtoday.com/2013/10/01/streamlining-interagencycommunication/
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Become a Member of AISOCC
AISOCC offers the following types of memberships:
Law Enforcement/Veteran - $15.00 per year - Please submit a copy of your military or law
enforcement identification cards to receive this discounted membership.
Student - $15.00 - Active criminal justice or related field of study students will also receive a
discounted membership. Please submit a copy of your student identification card as verification. A
follow up call to your school may occur to verify you are still enrolled and participating in a criminal
justice field.
General - $20.00 - If you just want to be a member and receive the normal benefits but do not meet
the requirements of the other memberships.
Consulting Committee - $20 - This membership is for professionals within the criminal justice field
of study whom can provide expert opinions on various investigative topics and has experience as it
relates to cold case/death/homicide/violent crime investigations. The Consulting Committee will be
chosen by the Board of Directors after reviewing the members’ qualifications. To qualify for this
membership you must have a Master Degree or higher or a combination of a Bachelor Degree and a
minimum of 15 years of experience within the Criminal Justice Field. As a Consulting Committee
Member you will be asked to review and assist on various aspects of a cold case that is presented to
AISOCC by law enforcement. You will have to provide your curriculum vitae (CV) and two
references for consideration.
**Volunteer Opportunities are abound in areas, such as AISOCC's newsletter, seminars, trainings, etc.
If you wish to volunteer for any of these areas or others please contact laurapettler@aisocc.com.

Have an article to publish in The Crucible?
We want to hear from you! Please submit articles to newsletter@aisocc.com.
Please send information, such as:


Books and Media Promotional Updates
 Technical Articles
 Interesting Cases
 Investigative Strategies

…and more…
Thank you from the AISOCC Newsletter Committee!
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